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ABSTRACT
Th is study investigated the formal and infor mal speech of the Durin region.
employi ng a traditional Labovi nn methodo logy utilizing a 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA design
(age x sex xsocioe conom ic class) . Twenty-fou r reside nts of the Bur in region (divided
into e ight cells) were interviewed. The inte rviews were recorde d, und ten
phonological variables wer e selec ted for quar uificuttonal an a lysis. Th e objective was
to determ ine whether significant linguistic differe nces existed amon g the various
social grou ps re pre sented in the study.
Extensive var iation was ind icated in the speech of local residents. Variation
was found across groups, as well as in individual speech. The most significant social
factors det ermining dia lect choice in Info rmal Style were socia l class, gende r and
th en age . The majori ty of the linguistic features surveyed displa yed minimal to
modera te stratif ication ac ross styles. Phono logical conditioning did not appe ar to
significantly affect pronunciation of vadan Is of variables (E), (AV), (A W). (TH ETA)
and (ETH):
Minimal stylistic stra tification was displayed by fea tures infrequ en tly used by
Burin re gion spea kers, while thos e occurrin g more freq uently disp .rycd e ither
moderate or considerable strat ificat ion. Some variant s. while disp laying the predicted
st ratificat ional patte rns overall, exhibited internal an omali es . Ma les and the wurking
class (pa rticular ly young working class females ) were marked by thei r use of specific
non-standard features.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1. Settlement of the Bur jn RSigioD
The town of Burin is located on the south coast of the island of Newfoundland
(see Figure 1 below). The town, incorporated in 1950, comprises a number of small
settlements which dot the shores of Burin harbour: Burin Bay, Burin North, Ship
Cove, Collins Cove, Kirby's Cove, Path End. Bull's Cove, Long Cove, Little
Salmonier, Burin Bay Arm and Salt Pond (see Figure 2).
FIG URE 1 - BURIN PEN INS ULA
(from~ Vol. 19, No.6, November-December 1990)
The Burin region, however, includes the communitie s of Fox Cove/ Mortler,
Port Aux Bras, Beau Bois, and Little Bay. The 1986 Census indicates a population
of 2,892 for Burin Proper, 500 for Fox Cove/Me rrier, 364 for Port Aux Bras, and 196
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for Little Bay. Accord ing to the 1991 census. there were 2,940 people residing in
Burin Proper. 319 in Por t Aux Bra s, <164 in Fox Cove/ Mortler , lind 201 in Little Bay.
The communit ies of Tlde 's Cove, Duricle and Corbi n, refe rred to in censuses for the
nineteenth and ear ly twentiet h centuries , no longer exist.
FIG URE 2 • BURIN REGION
(from~. Vol. 19. No.6, November- December 1990)
Fishermen from England. France. Portugal and Spa in had been coming to the
Burin region to prosecu te a migratory fishery (a fishery conducted from centres in
Europe or England) in the seve nteen th and eighteenth centuries. Initially the region
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was used as a fishing station; men came to fish during the summe r season, re turning
10home ports with their catcbes of salted «K! in the fall of the year, By the early
nineteenth century. however. only the English actually fished inshore. or used the
shores of the many pro tected harbours to ~II and dress their catches' . The French
had been pushed OUI as a result of war and treaty (e.g. lhe Treaty of Utrecht, 1713).
They were awarded the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon in 1713, which were
captured by the English in 1793. and re turned again to the jurisdiction of France in
H114. These islands remain the only French colonies in North American to this day.
By 1832 Burin had become an electoral district, under the jurisdiction of
England. However. actual sett lement of the region was actively discouraged by the
powerful English merchants until approximately the middle oCthe nineteenth century.
Men had often wintered over , prepari ng vessels and premises for the con tinuing
migrotory fisheries; eventually these men settled, illegally at first, bUIlate r with the
consent of both merchants and the English government.
The migratory fishery, executed from England, at first co-existed with a local,
land-based flshery, With settle ment, however, the migratory fishery declined. The
economy fell under the jurisdiction of local merchants. The Burin region had come
into its own.
The main Intlux of imm igrants occurred after 1800 (approximate ly 30,000),
with the peak periods between 1811-1816 and 1825-1831 (Handcock 1986:32). In
1825 62.5% of a population of approximately 2,500 in the Burin region were
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pe rmanent (Handcoc k 1986:24). Another pe ak period quoted hy Handcock is IH65·
1874 (Handcock 1986:35). (Han dcock does not give specific figures for rulgrutton tn
the Burin region for either period). Merchants and their emp loyees cumc muinly
from the Dorset regio n of southwest England , with some input from De von and lbe
Chann el Islands. In-migration from Placent ia Bay (most proba bly des cendants of
ea rlier Irish immigrants) contr ibuted to the increasing populatio n of the Burin region.
The 1857census revealed that 1,732 of the inhabitants of Burin proper were
born in Newfoundland, 185 in England, and 80 in Ireland. 11,467 of the residents
of satellite communities were born in Newfoundland, 9 in England, and 48 repor ted
Ireland as their place of birth. Th e census of 1869 lists 2,789 inhabitants of the
region, 2,598 ofwhorn were born in Newfoundland, 77 in Ireland , and 89 in Eng land.
In 1901 also, a vast majority of local area residents were born in Newfoundland. The
1901 census quotes Newfoundland as the place of birt h for 2,543 of the inhabitants
of Burin Proper. 252 for Por t Aux Bras. 93 for Mortier, 140 for Fox Cove, 23 for
Duri c1ean d Tide's Cove, 67 for Beau Bois, and 172 for lillie Bay. A total of 13of
the region's residents reported England as their place of birt h in 1901; 5 reported
Irel and.
While evidence exists for sou thwest E ngLand as the place of origin for English
(Prote stant ) immigration to the Burin region (Handcock 1986:35-37),liule isact ually
documen ted for the source of Irish (Catholic) immigration. It would seem likely,
however, that many of the inhabitan ts of nearby Placentia Bay were either Iri sh or
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of Iri sh descent. It may be that the relatively high proportion of Irish fou nd on the
cast coast of the Burin Peninsula were in-migrants from Placentia Bay. However,
there is no hard evidence supporting this assumption. Very little research appears
to have been done on Irish immigration to the south coast of Newfound land.
1.2. The Trad itional Economy
By1853 Newfoundland had responsible government, and both the inshore and
the deep sea fisheries of the Burin region were regulated by this gove rning body.
The basis of the local economy, however, did not change: the means o f produc tion
were still owned by the merchants pro secuting the fishery (vesse ls such as schoo ners
and small craft, and ' gear · 2), with fishermen employed on a ' share' basis. Thus
emer ged the "credit- system, which was so typical of the rural Ne wfoundl and
eco nomy. While profits from the fishery were shared among owners o f the mea ns
of pr oduction and the fishermen, the fisherme n typically found themsel ves indebted
to e ither the local merchants, or the 'ski ppers' of the schooner from which they
pros ecuted their fishery. As one of my informants dryly observed, "ye sold yer fish,
dey tuk out whatever you owed; wha teverwas lef you got, which was ve ry little...oh
yea h, dey wa nted to keep ye in the hole...wouldn' lose ye dat way, see."
10 all fairness, local merchants did offer an important service. They provided
gear , sail. food and other supplies. Bo th inshore and Banks fishermen often lacked
sufficient cap ital to provide these, and gear such as seines and cod traps were in deed
expe nsive. The main feature of this particula r economy, however, was that it left a
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minority of th e local population controlling cash. goods and services. wh ile leaving
a majority of the population cash poor . This remained true of the local emnomy
until well into the twent ieth cen tury, and undoubtedly con tributed to the eme rgence
of cultural, class and linguistic features unique to Newfoundland.
Prior to 1875inshore cod fishing wasconducted from small craft. usingeither
baited hendlln es, unbai ted jiggers, or sei nes (these were large ne ts requiri ng seve ral
men to C35t and retrieve' ). By 1875 the cod t rap had been invented. and bccurne
the primary means of harvesting insh ore cod stocks. The inshore fishery W:l S,
prima r ily, a summer fishery, alth ough a fall fish ery was conducted from jack boa ts,
The inshore fishermen construct ed and mainta ined their own processing premises;
gear a nd supplies were purchased from local merchants, on credit. in exchange for
part o f the co d catch.
The de ep-sea flsbery had always been co nducted farther afield. o n the ma ny
'banks ' (sha llow areas of the off-shore where a plentiful supply of plan kton and
bait-fis h attrac ted the schools of off-sho re cod). Banking schooners, from which th is
deep-sea fish ery had been conducted , first made an appea rance in the ea rly
ninete enth cen tury, and dominate d the local fishery by the IBSOs. Initia lly men had
fished from the side of the vessels; later . the fishery was conducted from ' dories ' ••
Very few schoo ners we re actually own ed by Burin merch ants. Holletts of Burin
owned a fleet of more than six vessels in the 19205and tite 19305, an d Marshalls
owne d one or two, It was the town of Grand Bank which prosecu ted the local Ban ks
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fishery ; there is little evidence, however. of Burin region fishermen looking to Gra nd
Bank skippers for employment in the Ba nks fishery. 11was the Lunenbu rg skippers
who e mployed IOC'dl (Burin) fishermen. on a share basis.
The Banks fishery was very dependent on the supp ly of bail-fish, wh ich was
purchased in local communities, along wit h the ice needed to preserve it. Thi s trade
added significantly to the economy of the region. Local inshore fisherme n supplied
caplin in early summer, during the -ca plin scull' (the migration of caplin to [he
inshor e to spawn) . Late r in the summer. herring were purchased. Squid supplied the
fall fis hery. Ice was pur chased (mainly in Duric1e and Burin) from ent repre neurs
who cut ice in the winter from nea rby ponds and kept it preserved in sawdus t. Th is
local indu stry disappeared with the adve nt of the "frozen trade, ' when the cod catch
was ice d and b rought to the nea rest fish plant to he processed and frozen .
The Banks fishery had initially supplied cod for the •salt trade ' (in the
traditional fishery fish catches were gutted. split, and lightly salted on board;
process ing was completed when catches were delivered to merchants); toward the
middle of the twentieth century, however, the innovative frozen trade made inroads.
with resulting changes in actual fishing and delivery methods. Eventually the salt
trade was eliminated, and the woode n schoo ners themselves, as the fishing
technolog ies advanced, were replaced by iron vessels bette r suited to weathering th e
rough Atlantic weather. One of my informan ts commented: "Twas wooden vessels,
and iro n men; now 'tis iron vessels and wooden men."
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1.3. The Twentiet h Century Economy
The largest communitieson the Bur in Peninsula during the first quarter of the
twentie th century were Grand Bank, on the Fortune Bay canst, an d Burin. o n the
Placentia Bay coast (see Figure 2). Burin had deve loped as the major comme rcial
centre, and Gra nd Bank as the centre of a thriving Banks fishery.
Bus inesses in Burin were operated by merc hants still reme mbered today:
George A. Bartlett (who became a membe r of the Legislative Assembly), an d, later,
his sons; E.M. Hollett (Rhode s scholar, and, later, MHA for St. John's West);
Thomas Shave; the Cheeseman family (Port Am Bras); and the lnkpcn s. The
Holletts and the Marshalls operated the on ly schooners actually fishing out o f Durin.
Smaller businesses were owned and ope rated by the Coadys, the Reddys , the
Applebys , the Darbys, and many more ente rprising families. Of these only Appleby's
Supermarket remains in Burin proper; tr ade and commerc e gradually moved to
nearby Marystown in the latter half of the twentie th century.
Severa l major events affected the post-nineteenth century economy of the
Burin reg ion. Th e earliest of these were the great world depression of the 19305, and
a specifically local disaste r: the Tidal Wave of 1929.
On Monday, November 18. 1929. a t S p.m.• an earthquake occurred off the
east coast of Nort h America; severe tremor s were felt in Newfoundland, and in Ihe
Maritime provinces. The epicent re had been on a line south of lhe Burin Pe ninsula.
Shock waves were followed by"a huge tidal wave all along the Newfoundland South
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Co ast. With in two haul'S, destruction wasgeneral around the Burin Penin sula"~
Hi~!nry of Burin:154). Th e immed iate effects were wide-ranging d estruction of
property - fishing vessels, fishing ge ar , fishing premises, and homes. T wenty-se ven
people from the region lost their lives. For many there was no compensation.
The long-te rm effects were even more devasta ting:th e "inshore fish hab itats
we re all but destroyed and the fishe ry took m ore th an 10years to recover"~
~ 19.6 :6). Traditiona lly, much of the male pop ulation had parti cipated in a
Ban ks fishery, but there ha d also bee n a signi ficant inshore cod fishery, which now
no longer fu nctioned . Many more o f the loca l male population conseq uently found
it necessary to see k employment elsewhere. The s ituation did not e ase unt il the
beginning o f World War n.
The effects of the depression were un iversal. The world econ omy was in
decli ne, and Newfou ndland, which had always been a relatively dependent colony of
Britain (indeed, at times un able to sus tain its own government), suffered along with
the rest of the world. ~~any Burin regi on fishermen and their families knewwell the
con sequence s: unem ployme nt and hun ger. F isherme n, who ha d traditio nally tr aded
fish for stap les, foun d theylacked suff icient go ods for barter. By the 19405,however,
the Burin reg ion eco nomystabilized. The region had again be comeprosperous, and
remained so until the recent depletio n of North Atla nticfish stocks.
Whe n World War II began, in 1939, many young me n of the Burin re gion
joine d the British forces ~ the Royal Naval Reserve , and an Artillery Regim ent,
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mainly; a few joined the Air Force. In 1942 the United Stales of Americajoined the
war effort; by that time several American bas es were operating in Newfoundla nd
(Argentia, in nearby Placentia Bay; an Air Force Base in St. John's; a base in
Stephenville, one in Gander, and one in Goose Bay, Labrado r). Many America n
facilities were also constructed along the DEW line in northern Canada.
Newfoundland men had alwaysbeen mobile, and willing re wo rk wherever jobs were
offere d. Many of the young Burin region men found e mployment with the
Americans, especlalty at the nearby naval base in Argentia. Some worked at DEW
line bases until relatively recently. Th ese jobs paid well, and the community cash
flow Significa ntly increased. The working class , traditionally cash poor , was nnw,
along with the traditionally wealthy upper classe s, economically secure. Security Ill"
income was further boosted by Confede ration with Canada in 1949 (socia l bene fits
such as pensions ensured a steady cash income for all).
By 1929 Burin had electricity, and in the 1930s a cottage hospital was bu ill,
which was replaced by a large, modern regio nal hospital in 19RR In 1942 the
traditional sa lt trade, as previouslysta ted, was re placed bythe frozen trade; Fishery
Products Intern ational built a fish freezing pla nt in the community of Burin.
By 1981, Fishery Products operated six stern trawlers out of Burin,
including the Zeeland, the first refrigerat ed stern trawler in
Canad a...species taken included codfish , salmon, lobster, herri ng,
macke rel, perch, floun der and swordfish. In 1983...Fishery Products
Internat ional...converte d the Burin fish plant to secondary
processing...buying fish from Grand Bank, Fortune, Maeystown,
10
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Catalina, Trepa ssey, and Harbour Breton (from other FPI compa nies)
~~1l).6:8).
Until the recent han on the fishing of North Atlant ic fish species, Fisheries
Products remained the main Burin region employer. Both men and women worked
in local fish plants (in Burin and Marystown), and 'trawlermen" regularly worked
nut of Catalina on the east wast of Newfoundland. Trawlers were overhauled in
premises located in Burin proper. Other local employers are: i) a shipyard located
in Marystown, subsidized by the Government of Canada; ii) the Commu nity College
{the forme r Burin Distrirt Vocationa l School, opened in 1960); iii) the Burin
Peninsula Integrated School Board, and the Roman Catholic School Board; iv) the
Durin Peninsula Health Care Centre in Salt Pond (the regional hospital, located
approximately halfway be tween Burin proper and the conunu nity of Marystown); iv)
Newfoundland Hydro, Newfound land Telephone, and other support industries.
Until the 1950s,the primary link between South Coast communities had been
the sea' , Burin, on the east coast of the Burin Peninsula. had bee n the main
commercial cent re along that coast. Since the advent of a paved highway system
linking the Burin Peninsula with the rest of Newfoundland, however, trad e and
commerce moved from the community of Burin itself to the more centra l community
of Marystown. Marystown is located neare r to the main highway, and to highways
linking the various communities which dot the east and west coasts of the Peninsula.
Commercial and social services, which in the past would have been located in the
I I
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town of Burin. reloca ted either along the highway between Burin and Marystow n, or
in Marystown itself The focus toda y is regional. in a wider sense. Inccrpo ruting the
entire populated Burin Peninsula. and the governme nt has attempted 10 locate
medica l and educa tional se rvices where they can be accessed by 01 11. Individual
communities on both the Fortune Bay and Placen tia Bay coastlines compere for :1
fair share of service indust ries (and consequent economic udvuntuges). These factors
all combined to a lte r the status of Burin from that of a booming commercial ccrurc
to that of a quaint. resident ial community. albeit of historic significance .
1.4. Religion pnd Edncat jon
Th ree de nominations principa lly affected the religious development of the
Burin region: i) the Church of England; ii) the Met hodist church; iii) the Roman
Catho lic Church. Th e Church of England (through the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel, a missionary appe ndage) was the first (0 arrive in (he region. in 17H9.
A Roman Catholic mission was esta blished in 1809. and in 1820 the first Roman
Ca tholic church was actua lly comple ted. The first Methodist minister arrived in
1817; a Methodist chapel was built in 1819. The Salvation Arm y arrived in the Burin
region at a relative ly late dal e. It seems that this deno minatio n W'dS never more than
marginal in the communi ty. and its power and influence wer e probubly minimal.
Religious affiliation in the Burin region, as in other parts of Newfoundla nd,
is significant with respect to this survey:
12
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The existing lite rature on Newfoundland immigmntorigins may be said
to assume two basic generaliza tions: firstly that immigrants stemmed
from southwest England (Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall), southeastern
Ireland (Wexford and Wate rford), and the Channe l Islands areas from
which the English merchan ts drew their labour to conduct the
Newfoundland fishery; and secondly, that the structure of the
population by religious affiliation indicates the sou rce areas of
forbears...The Roman Catholics are Irish and desce ndants of Irish ; the
Episcopalians, Methodists and Congregationalists are English and the
desccndar-ts of English and Jersey...there is little reason to doub t the
validity of these gene ralizations (Handcock 1986:24).
The basic assumption, then, is that religious affiliation is a positive indicator of place
of or igin. In turn, this largely determ ines the linguistic featu res one is likely to find
even today in the Burin region.
1\s we have seen already, many inhabitants of Burin, by the 18505,did not list
eithe r England or Ireland as their place of birth. Religion, then, assumes
significance: it seems likely that Catholic residents migrated in from Placentia Bay,
as suggested previously, and were in fact descendants of earlier Irish immigrants.
The largely Wesleyan populatio n derived from earlier Southwest English seasona l
merchants and their e mployees, who came from Dorset and adjacent counties of
sout hwestern England. Handcock (1986:35-36) states that
Among the more importa nt trends demonstrated,..are regional
variatio ns in certain channels of emigration in the temporal pattern of
Newfoundland...a Je rsey/ Dorset/ South Coast of Newfoundland
migration connect ion (is demonstrated)...we find some distinctive South
Coast scmames such as Buffett , Le Moine, Farrell, Hickman, May, and
Forsey.
13
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C r x ~ dl d 1845ensus 0 C\\ oun an
[:MMUNITY ANGLICAN METlIODIST RO MAN OTII ER
CATHO LIC
Burin Proper 683 '19 619 ,
Marlie r Bay 8 a 2RIl
"Lillie Bay Notlisted Notlisted Not fisted Nut li~tcd
Beau Bois 0 0 113
"Tide's Covc & 0 0 36
"Duric le
Fox Cove & 15 0 124
"Mort ier
:.kPort Aux Bras Not listed Notlis ted NOI.li~lcd Not li~lcd
Census or Newfoundland 1874
CO MMUNITY ANGLICAN METHODIST ROMAN OTIlER
CATH OLIC
Burin Proper 456 uea 46' .
Mort ier Bay Notlisted NctJis ted Nottislcd Nnt lislcd
Ult leBay 0 0 15 0
Beau Bois 0 0 106 0
Tide's Cove 0 0 16
"Duricle 0 0 14 0
FoxCovc 1 0 lOS 0
Morti er 5 0 n 0
Port Aux BrM 129 0 25 0
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Censu s or Newfoundl and 1891
t:D:\I !\IUNIn' ANGLlCA..., METIIODIST ROMAN SALVATION
CATHOLIC ARMY
Burin PrOflCl' en \647 4J9 78
M{){I io;: rBay 1\. us
"" •
Lillie Day • • 129
·Beau Bo is • • 62 0
Tidc'$ Cow • • I. 0
Duride • • 10 0
Pox Cove • 0 \29 0
Mcnlcr • • " •Porl Aux Bra$ 180 1 18 •
The censuses (above) indica te the continuity of affiliation to the Anglican,
Roman Catholic and Methodist religions. The censuses of 1986 and 1991 did not
include this particular type of da ta.
One can see the extent of the Irish presence in the Burin region. a presence
which accounts for the relatively extensive number of documented Irish linguistic
featu res found in this survey. many of which in any case are shared with the dialects
of southwest England (Trudgill and Chambers 1991:9),
Educa tion. in part because of the significant role the various churches played
in the Burin region communities. was always a valued commodity, at least a t higher
social levels. The area boasted a literacy rate comparabl e with the Eastern Avalon
{partlculary St. John's) and Concept ion Bay. David Alexander' s 1980 art icle~
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and Economic DevelQpment inN~th Century Newfoundland reports thut the
"small and prosperous Burin district" was always a "pocket of high llteruey"
(Alexander 1980:19-20), Th e regional elite evidenced almost equal dcnominationnl
representation.
From the beginning the Anglican, Methodist and Roma n Cath olic churches
fostered ed ucation, and from the beginning there had been a degree of co-operation
(among the Burin region elite) with respect to educational mailers. Schools had
existed in the region since the beginning of the nineteenth cen tury. Th e 1845 census
listed six.schools represent ing the three major denominano ns. Th e 1901 census
reported approximately895 adults able to read, and approxima tely 59 1able to write.
At least 848 children were attending school at this time.
It is worth noting here the importance of the presence of both Irish Catholic
and Protestant English among the educated elite of the Burin region.
1.5.~
The current survey will show that social class is the most significant factor
determining dialect choice in the Burin region, and class is det ermined, it seems, by
longstanding differences in lifestyle • involving educat ion, and. particularly
participation (or non-participation) in the traditional fishing eco nomy. Traditionally,
if one did not own the means o f production, one fished, a nd exchanged fish for
staples. Divisions were inevitable, and these are still reflected today by language use
in the area.
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At a profound level, the class divisions have been maintaine d. The traditional
fishing economy. once marked by a •credit - system, is now marke d by seasonal
em ployment, end a lack of job security. Th e effect seems to be the same: in the
Burin region one instinctively knows where one belongs. and this class loyalty is
overt ly expressed in the speech of the members of the various commun ities.
Another significant fact of Burin region life and history is re ligion, in that
religion marks ethnic origins. It has been well documente d that the Protestant
English population of the area desce nded from immigrants from Southwest England,
primarily Dorset. The current Catho lic population, represe nting about forty per cent
of area residents. apparently desce nded for the most part from Irish Catholic
immigrants from established nineteenth century Placentia Bay communities;
nineteenth century censuses indicate very little direct immigration from Ireland. The
prospero us Burin region was a South Coast mecca for migrants. attracti ng Protestant
and Catholic merchants, workets and fishermen, Curren t Middle Class and Working
Class linguistic features reflect these migration sources.
17
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2.1 .~
A synchronic survey of the Burin region was cond ucted be tween J une 15 nnd
Sept em ber 15, 199:!, in sea rch of a "consistent an d coherent (language) structure"
(Labov 1966:9). A tradit ional Lahovian methodology was emp loyed, using tape
recorders to secure rel atively la rge qua ntities of da ta. Ten phon ological vnrinblcs
were selected for qua ntificational anal ysis. Because, in the Labovian framewor k,
abstract linguist ic patt erns can be dete rmined by studying relative ly few informan ts,
it was decide d that twe nty-four of the approximately four thousand residents of the
Burin region would be selected . The objec tive was to det ermine whether significant
linguis tic differences existed amo ng the various social groups represe nted in thc
study.
Regional dialect stud ies and sociolinguist ic surveys conducted in
Newfoundland (Seary, Storya nd Kirwin 1968; Noseworthy 1971; Paddock 1981; Reid
1981; Colbourne 1982; Clarke 1985, 1991; Lawlor 1986) have revea led which
linguistic fea tu res are subject to variation in Newfoun dland. Prior to the present
survey, the only study conducted on the south coast of Newfoundland had been the
Nose worthy 1971 dialect survey of Gra nd Ban k. One cou ld reaso nably expec t some
of tho se feat ures already documen ted in such surveys to occur in the Burin region,
given the highly localized origins in England and Ire land of migrants to
Newfou ndland (Handco ck 1986, Mannion 1977b) . The socioli nguistic surveys have
1,
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also revealed linguistic and social co-variation in Newfoundland communitie s, with
sex, age, class, religion and style proving significant social variables .
In our study of the Burin region we decided to utilize a 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA
design (age x sex x socioeconomic class, hereafter referred to as SEq. It was also
decided that: i) twenty-four formal and twenty-fou r informal tape-recorded, one-hour
interviews would derive a data bas e to be subsequent ly analyzed; ii) the twenty-four
individuals from the Burin region would be selecte d based on a personal network
establi shed by the interviewer (my father was born and raised in the Burin region,
and I st ill had distant re latives res iding in the area) ; iii) informant age, sex, and SEC
profiles would determine selection. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) was employed to analyze variance, using the ANOVA subroutine.
2.2. Selection of I jngllistjc Varjahles
Anysociolinguistic survey must necessarily restrict itself to analysis of a small
set of the linguistic feat ures occurring in any given speech comm unity. Time,
quantit y of data genera ted. and analysis techniques preclude a bro ade r scope; one
must therefore establish criter ia for the selectio n of variables:
It will be desirab le to select a small number for intensive study. Th e
most useful items are those that are high in~, have a certain
.i.m..tmI.ni.!: from conscious suppress ion, are integral uniU of larger
.illll£t..lJ.W. and may be easily ..QlI..aD1.i.fk..•By all these criteria,
phonological variab les appear to be the most useful (Labov 1966:49).
Ten phonolog ical variables (seven vocalic and three consonanta l) were thus selected.
Other considerations were: i) the social significance of the variab le; ii) documen ted
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occurren ces of the variable in othe r Newfoundland surveys; iii) patt erns indicating
decline over time of the usage of par ticula r, traditional non-standard (NS)
Newfound land featu res (e.g. NS ra ised pronunciations of l EI, or the lowered varturu
of IfI, as documen ted in Colbourne 1982).
Th e conventions of notation which will be used throughout this study in the
discussion of linguistic variables are those norma lly used. Parentheses will indicate
variab les (e.g. (AV), (Tn. Phonetic notations (actual speech sounds heard) will he
indicated by squa re brackets (e.g. [I )), while slashes will indicate pho nemic notation
(e.g. /1/).
2.2.1. Vocalic variables
1. (E). Th e first phonological variabl e selected was (E), representing the IGI
of such words as~, mssh,~, and~, Typically th is variab le is analyzed in
conjunction with (I ), our second phonological variab le since "these two variables arc
involved in similar or related linguistic processes" in Newfoundland dialec ts
(Colbo urne 1982:12). In addition to its standa rd (S) mid lax (EJ pro nunciatio n, this
vowel displays a non-standard (NS) raised (I ] variant in the Burin region, a.s it does
in many other Newfoundland speec h communities (e.g. Paddock 1981, Colhnurnc
1982, Clarke 1985, 1990). Both [E] and [i] pronunciations of this feature a re (a nd
were) found "espe cially in Cornwall, Devon and Soms (Somerset)"(Wa kelin 1986:21).
Kirwin and Hollett (1986:222), among othe rs, define links between linguistic features
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fnund in Devon and the West Coun try (one of the island's principal migration source
arcasj and Newfoundland linguistic features.
NS variants of variables (E) and (I) have been noted for Grand Bank, on the
west side of the Burin Peninsula (Noseworthy 1971:42-43). for Carbo near in
Co nception Bay (Paddock 1981:25), and for long Island. Notre Dame Bay, on the
northeast coast of the island (Colbourne 1982:12. 14).
2. (I ). The second phonological va riable selected was (I), rep resenting the
I II of such words as .nin, .fish.~, and m. Its usage is inextricably bound to that
of (E) : in the traditional Newfoundland vernacular [II and (EI are allopho nes of both
11/ and /l / . The first variant is S {I]. Th e second is the lowered, lax NS [E]: the
third is the historical NS variant tensed lil- These variants are all note d feat ures of
the South West English region:
Th is is usually III ([:El)throughout the SW, though there is a sporad ic
lowering to /E/. especially in Cornwall, Devon. and Soms (Somerset).
among older speakers...The spellingttD ' in' in the wriuen texts reflects
a dos e. and somet imes lengthene d, variety of / 1/ (Wakel ir; 1986:21).
NS variants of (E) and (I), as we have previously sta ted. have been no ted for Grand
[lank (Noseworthy 1971:42-43), in Car bonear (Paddock 1981:25), and on long Island
(Colbourn e 1982:12·14).
3. (UW). The third phonological variable selected was the high, back
rounded vowel l uI representing the luI of such words as~l and !QQ. The first
variant is S [u/ utt]. The second. more fronted NS variant is (l:t(:}u / ii(:)u), with
21
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op tional leng thening of the nucleus (he reafter referred to <IS[tt (:)u ]). Th e degree of
front ing varie s with mid varian ts [tt(:) u] occurring more Ircqucnrly in the Burin urcu
than fronted [ii(:) uJ.
Histo rically, "in west Somerset, Devon and east Comwatt" /u/ lue "been
fronted (t hat is t he highest point of the tongue is nea rer the tee th). til give the well
known IY] sound as in school o r .dn" (T rudg ill 1984:17· IH). Wakclin (l1)77:97)
observes thai
The grea t Vowel Shift shows, among other things, the cons tant
tendency of En glish vowels to a forwar d an d upwar d movement . and
the dialec tal forms equivalent to RP [u:] and Iu] often take this a step
further by showing a fronting to [v(:)J, etc. In the southwestern are a...,
words of the type.fl:md,.liJlllUD consistently show (v:]...The fronti ng
evidently took place ... somewhere between 1550 and 1650.
My survey indicates that NS variant [t1(: )u} must have bee n adopte d by the
descen dan ts of Ir ish immigrants to the Burin region; local residents claim tha t people
from Fox Cove have a marked .y different pronunciat ion for word s such as~.
Current and prior research into Newfound land dia lects indicates no appare nt Irish
source for this pronunciation.
4. (AW). ~AW), t he fourth phono logical variabl e, represents the taut of
words suchas~, cow, and hmU. (AW) displays similarities with the (UW)
variable. Wakel in tra ces the evoluti on of this dipht hong from ME IU/ ,which "began
to diph tho ngize soon after 1400, and, developing via the stages [uu] and [au],
eventually (reac hing) ...[ac ]" (Wakelin 1977:88). He note s the ext reme variabil ity of
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(A W), and includes monophthong al [a.] am ong its prolific variants. (AW), like (A V) ,
may display a raised nucle us in all envir onments.
Iismr ically, the nucleus of (AW ) was fronted, a nd occasionally rai sed and
roun ded, agai n probab ly as a resuh of sixtee nth and seventeenth centu ry phonological
processes, in NS dia lects of Devon, east Cornwall, and Somerse t. Wakeli n (1986:28)
notes:
W. Soms (Som erse t), Devon and E. Corn wall thu s hav~ allop hones of
the (derived) diphthong Ir:r.vl ([ev] -[e v]- [eO]- [a!v]- [Cl!]- [CE]- [lEU]),
e tc.) peculiar to this area (cf. jul. above. which probably arose in the
sixteent h to seventee nth cen turies). W. Cornwall again hal; i eOj ...
In the Burin region we found a S variant [au ], a raised pronuncia tion [a e] ,
and two HS varian ts: i) [leo], and ii) a monophthongal va riant laC:)]. Kirwin
(1993:75) note s that
Th e diphthong.!21J (fau/), as in.dm!.h.t,.lm!..Q, for tra ditional Anglo-Iri sh
spea kers is not appreciably cond itioned by whe ther the following
consona nt is vo iceless or voiced. Th at is, in the e nvironment befo re
vo iceless conso na nts, laol does not (necessarily) have the raised first
ele me nt repor ted for much of mainla nd Cana da. Given this
qua lification, the Anglo-Irish di phtho ng may have a range of
realizations among variou s speake rs.
In Curbon car the d istribution of (AW) va riants included "more fronted all ophones
occurring aft er atveop ataml segmen ts in words such as .shmu and~" (Paddock
1981:26).
5. (A V). The flfth phonological varia ble selected was (A V), representing the
j:lIj of such words as.ill:,~. and•. The initial e le ment of this varia ble va ries
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in height fro m mid [a ) to low [a ), ur d in buckness from central [n] In back [.\1. The
S varian t is [nr ]; the second vur lun t found in the Burin region is the raise~I I ;:H j.\I ]
(here a fter -fe rred to as [e r j), which appears to he the regional compromfsc va riant
(since the initia l e le me nt is not rounded as it is in the NS vurfum described below,
this diphthong more nea rly approximates the S vari an t). Kirwin ( 191}'):7S) notes thut
In striking con-rust (to lao/). the± (jaI /) diphthong has condit ioned
raising before voice less consonants ; it is whut Kurnth called II "fast
diphthong with centrali zed begi nning" in his d iscussions (If dinlcctul
var iation in the Uni ted State s...This conditioned diffe rence between
"slow" diphthongs in the m ,.lin.e. ([0 I]) class a nd "fast" dipht hongs in
the~,~, hi.!:is (lu] or [e rj } class, an allophonic difference .
occu rs in the speec h of Anglo -I rish adu lts...including the oldest
speakers now alive. and thus was pa rt of the d iphtho ng system of the
inha bita nts before Newfoundland joined the Canadian Confcdcrution
in 1949.
The third Bur in variant of (AY) is [o r ], with a rou nded initia l element. The
neutra liza tion of the opp osition between (A Y) and the sixth of our pbouologica!
variables. (OY). is a fea tu re of a number of NS Newfoundland dialects. Seary, Story
a nd Kirwin (1968:63) note that, for dialects of the southe rn shore line of the Avalon
Pe ninsula spoken by desce ndants of Irish colonis ts
The diphthongs which glide to the high front posi tion are at prese nt
appare ntly unstable. Depending on his contact with spea kers of
varieties of standard English, a resident...may consciously distinguish
be tween [ar] and [o r]. Or he may have an interm ed iary vowel for the
first element and sound as if he is excha nging the two standa rd
dipht hongs, seeming to say 1m'. for lk. an d vice versa. The diphtho ng
laII bestns with some low back vowe l and glides to a front and high
pos ition. The first element is very ofte n lengthened a nd rounded . If
a voice less conso nant follows, the diphthong may he shor ter a nd
somewha t ra ised.
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Neutralizat ion of (A Y) and (OY) is furthe r verified: Clarke (1991:109-110) cites this
as one of the phonological trai ts of "southern Hibern o-Engllsh origin still found in
Newfoundland". Wells (19H2:42S-426) notes, however, tha t the situat ion is quite
complex: a lthough the stereotype holds that the Irish say 'noice toime' instead of~
nms, in some Irish dialects a t least the variants of (A Y) • IEr ], [AI ), and [e r ] • are
phonologically and lexica lly conditioned.
6, (OY) . (OY ) is the sixth phonological variable selected, representing the
/nl of words such as.1!2Y and.mi1l , The range of (OY) pronunciations replicate s
that of the (AY) variable. [;:>:[/ AI) (herea fter referr ed to as [nl) is the S var iant;
the other variants are centrali zed, unrcunded. some what raised [a I / AI ] (he rea fter
referred to us [e r ]), and cent ralized, unroundcd, somewhat lowered [arlo Notice that
the feature [+ roun d) is lost in all but the [:H J variant of this variab le.
7. (orC) , T he final vocalic variable selected was (orC) representing the
sequence of /orl plus consonant in words such as~, .s.t.QrID, and..5han. Paddock
found that a small number of older informants for his Carbcne ar study used a
lowered. fronte d variant of (orC) (Paddock 1981:29). Colbourne (1982:11) also
surveyed this variab le in his study of Long Island; he notes that
In the environment before / rl plus another consonant reflexes of
Middle English short [c] have been lowered, unrounde d, and fronted
in many words. Thus one gets [sterm] , [sho rt] for .llilliI!,1b.ill1. and
othe r ..:!!rC. words. However, in the same environment reflexes of
Middle English long (::l:] (in words such as haarse) are less radically
cha nged. In the latte r words the vowel is shortene d and unrounded
only. 10 [Al, or is simply shorte ned to [;;I]. So, again, we see that this
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(Newfoundland) dialec t still shows a remna nt of un ear lier phonemic:
distinction whe re words with the ..:U!C spelling were pronounced
differently than those words with the ~. or ..:!.liI! spellings.
Only lexical ite ms fea tu ring o rC spellings were selected. The S var iant includes lnw-
mid ba ck roun ded [or ]. and low-mid slightly ro unded huck [or] {hereafte r referred
to as [or]); the two NS variant s are low-mid unro unded hack [Ar}. lind low unrouudcd
central [ar lo
Non-sta ndard variant s of (orC) are tradi tionally found in the dialects ofSouth
Wes t England . Kirwi n and Holle tt ( 1986~233) note th a t
...when r + C follows an ·o-..the vowel is...lowered an d cen te red .
Devo n informants consistently employ a half-op e n hack vowel, nnd
Somerset . Do rset . and Wiltshire spea kers howea low fro nt vowel...Th is
front ing of .Q befo re the retroflex is a noticeable p ronu nciation in
Newfoundland. sostriking a feature that it can be imitated byspeakers
from other gro ups.
Unrounding o f /0/ in the sequence (arC) is also found in some dialects of Irish
Englis h (Hickey 1986:10).
2.2.2. Consonuntj! 1vu rij!hles
1. (THETA). (T HE TA) was the first consonantal variable selected,
rep resenting the / 0 / of words such as .J1J.J.l.l:!.k.~, and.tnuh. (7l- IETA) and
its voiced coun te rpart (ETH ) (the second conso nanta l variable selected) are wel l
known in American Englis h. Thes e var iables were a nalyzed by Labov in his 19M
survey of New York C ity, and in Newfound land they were include d in t he following
studies: Reid (1981); Paddo ck (1981); Colbourne (1982); Cla rke (19116; 1991). T he
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(T HETA) 5 variant is imer der ual voiceless fricative (e) . The affricate variant [te l
is an inter mediate variant between the S and NS varia nts. The voiceless stop variant
(t) is more highly stigmatized tha n its voiced counte rpart (NS [d/ r-»in American
dialects (d . Wolfram and Fasold 1914:112), though not necessarily in those of
Newfoundla nd.
2. (ET H). Th is variable represents the lel sound of words such as~,
~, and ~. Th is sound commonlyoccurs in word-initia l position in unstressed
function words (e.g. W ,~, .1hill, etc.). Unstressed tokens are included in our
analysis: we note, however, a resulting bias toward lenls stop variant [1.1], which is the
most common variant realizat ion in Ihis particular environment. Th e S variant is the
inte rdent al voiced fricat ive [6J; the voiced affricated variant [de ] is our secon d
variant. The third is the most NS variant: the voiced alveo lar stop pronuncia tion
fd/r ) (he rea fter refe rred 10 as Id)). This variable (in conjunction with its voiceless
counte rpart (THETA)), ;as we have previously noted. has been included in a numbe r
of previous linguistic studies in Newfoundland: Paddock (1981); Reid (1981);
Colbourne (1982); Clar ke (1986, 1991).
3. (T ). The fina l phonological variable selected was medial I tI afte r a vowel
bcuring pri mary stress, and before a [+ sonoran t]. as foun d in words such as~
and~. II has three variants in addition to the voice less S variant [t/ t" J
(hcrcurter referred to as [t)). Id/ r ] is the first of these; it comprises either the flap
variant charucter isric of Ame rican English «rnor the voiced alveolar stop [d], a
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variant characteristic of much o f NS N-:wfoundland English. For the purposes of this
survey the two ure treat ed toge ther ; (d) will represe nt bo th va riants . l ~ . the slit
frica tive variant. occu rs in post -vocalic enviro nments , as well as in word-final position.
a nd is characteristic of Irish d ia lects o f English. T he final vari ant is gkutulizc d [1/ t11
(hereafter referred to as [1]) , a South West England NS variant.
Historical (d] {our [d] varian t of variab le (T» is a regular NS Icuturc of
Newfoundlan d English. In the Newfoundland vernacu lar, inte rvocalic contoid /t / is
often voiced (Pad dock 1981:22). Thi s voicing occu rs in "SW (So uth west ) varieties
(o f English)...{wher e) / t/, /r/ and / k/ may be found voiced ill medial und final
posit ion" (Wakeli n 1986:29). The varia nt [~occurs in Newfoundlan d dialects of Irish
origin. Wells (1982:429) states that
In poswoca llc position, and even sometimes prevoc ulically...is II kind
of voice less alveo lar slit fricative..J! is one of the most conspicuo us
featu res of Ir ish Eng lish, and common at all social levels {in Ireland ]...
Cla rke (1991:109) no tes that "Among the tra its of Hib em o-E nglis b still found in
New foundland (is) a slit fricative pronunciat ion of pos t-vocalic, non -preconsonnnml
/t/ in words such as .!:!.it or ~;" she investigated this variant in Sf. John's English,
where it OCCurS espe cially am ong wome n. Historical [1J, a NS South West English
featu re, occurs in region s of the island where early migrants we re of English origin.
Wa kelln notes the "well-know n glottallea tlon of / I/ ...in medial and final positions"
(Wa kelin 1986:29). Nose wort hy, in his 1971 G rand Ban k survey, stat es that glott al
stop replaces [t] intervocal ically in the speech of some inform ant s, a nd in Ca rbun ccr
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11"glotallized stop...also occurs in th is position especially when the following segment
is one of the syllable contoids as in~...~ (Paddock 1981:22).
2.2.3. Ljnl'!Iistic vHriahles nO!selec ted
The Minimal Pairs and the Word List incorp orated more phonological
features than were ult imately analyzed. It could not be dete rmined with accuracy,
prior to actual fieldwork, just which phonological features would be significant, or
indeed, which range of features would actually occur, in the Burin region. The
Noseworthy 1971 dialect survey of Grand Bank (situated on the west coast of the
Burin Peninsula), where migration patterns differ to some exten t from those of Burin,
indicated at least some of the phonological features one might find. However,
considerable in-migration of settlers of Irish origin from Placen tia Bay, a situation
unique to the east coast of the Pe ninsula, predicted the existence of features not
found in Grand Bank. Thi s, in fact, proved to be the case: cert ain pho nological
features found in Grand Bank were either minimally used or not found at all in our
speech samples. We found, for example, that:
syllable-initial Ihl deletion, a highly stigmatized featur e in the Burin region,
simply did not occu r. This feature was conside red by local residents to be
typical of the spee ch of residents of specific (essentia lly Protestan t English)
communities such as Grand Bank, Port aux Bras, etc.
2. initial fricative voicing, another southwest English fea ture, did not occur.
3. the clear varia nt of var iable (I) (a Hlberno-English feature), quite
unexpectedly, occurred qui te infrequently.
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23. Non-ljn£t!iHic (Social) Vari·,hles
Regular linguistic varia tion exists in ~I II speech communit ies. vuruuton
determ ined by social and stylistic fuctors. In OIlT survey of the Burin region three
specific social factors were selected for analysis of co-variation: gender, ugc. nrul
socioeconomic stat us.
Some differences based on gender roles seemed likely to occur in the Burin
region, as they did in other rural Newfoundland communities (e.g . Bay de Verde
(Reid 1981); Long Island (Colbourne 1982» . The curre nt dragger fishery, which
derived from the tradit ional Banks fishery, forms an integral pun of the local
economy. Thus younger wor king class men of the Burin region. like their
counterp arts in other rural Newfoundland communities, spend exten ded pcri mls of
time out of the community, often in the company of othe r males. This had always
been the case: older working class men employed in the traditional rJanks fishery
typically worked out of Lunenburg, or the Easte rn seaboard of the United States.
Older working class male residents were also employed on American buses, or
participated in logging ente rprises in central Newfoundland. Inevitahly women
remained in the region, raising families. Today they may work in 10C;11 fish plants.
or in local suppo rt industri es. Trad itiona l divisions of labour are thus maintained ,
and tra ditional gender-related duties, values, and expectatio ns are evident to thisday.
The pred iction was that the immense differences in gende r roles shou ld he reflected
in speech differe nces.
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It is important to note the d isastrous decline in North Atlantic fish stocks, and
the consequent implementation o f a moratorium on fishing Atlant ic species (July
1992). The Burin region fisherme n are now at home; they are no longer actively
participat ing in an industry trad itionally held to be the domain of the male gender.
One can not safely predict how this will affect gender roles, and consequent speech
differe nces. Future sociolinguistic research may well wish to address this part icular
result of years of unfortunate waste of North Atlantic resources.
Manysmall rural Newfoundland communities do not evidence obvious class
st ratifica tion. However, Burin had traditionally been the main centre for trade and
commerce on the soutt- coast of Newfoundland from the middle of the nineteenth
century until the 1960s. Since lega l settlemen t of the region, the community of Burin
had a distinct resident merchant class. Class differences were obvious. and obviously
maintai ned. One was either upp er class, or one was working class; the uppe r class
mercha nts were bette r educated, they held power, and they actively influenced the
politica l and social life of the community. The working class comprised: i) workers
employed by local merchants as support staff in commerce or commerce-related
act ivities, or else in ship building; ii) fishermen employed in an inshore fishery
subsidized by local merchants, or in the Banks fishery (usually working out or
lunenburg). We predicted thai such long-established class distinc ms would
maintain and co-vary with linguistic features, even though trade and commerce
moved to nearhy Marystown in the 1960s and 70s, and despite the emergence of a
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relatively new middle class cornprtstng some members of the traditional upper c1,ISS
and upwar dly-mobile members of the working class. This has eviden tly been the
case : the new middle class has maintained at least some or the values an d attitudes
of the trad itional upper class.
On e should note here that SEC also displayed some linguistic en-variation in
the community of Carbonear, anothe r tradition al commercial centre (Paddo ck 1( 81).
We predicted that age would be a third significant social varia ble in the Aurin
speech com munity. Other studies had shown age til he highly significan t in
Newfound land (e.g. Colbourne 1982; and particularly Clarke 19115, 191'6. 19(1).
Generationa l differences comprise more than time. Because of differences in
employment patterns, the older male generation in Burin hud travelled more, and
farther afi eld, than the younger males. Men from the Burin region employed in the
traditional Banks fishery fished out of Lunen burg or the Easter n United States, Ill'
we have already stated, and were absent up to eleven months of the year. Men
look ing for other employment went to New York. or Boston. However. young men
emp loyed on draggers fish exclusively out o f Catalina, or othe r ports located o n the
east coast of Newfoundland: none of mythree younger working class male informants
had left Newfoundland in search of work. Further, the older generation enj()y~
gre ater ec onomic security than the youoger generatio n. The great influx of ready
cash which marked the pre and post World War ll period provided the elder
gene ration with real economic secu rity. The younger generati on, especia lly in recent
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years , have bee n subject to seasonal employme nt; they simply do not have money in
the bank, and they fear for their futur e. Older women can afford to travel (visiting
children living elsewhere in Canada, and in the United States) , and uften do.
Younger women often cannot afford this luxury. It seeme d likely that these social
factors might he reflected in the speech of the Burin region.
2 .4. ~
In order to evaluate format speech style, a Word List and a Minima l Pairs list
were carefully developed . Local linguistic surveys, as well as an extens ive selection
of the sociolinguistic literature, were consulted pr ior to final ization of these lists.
The Minimal Pairs and the Word List were designed with severa l factors in
mind : a ll items selected were simple (allowing for a range of levels of literacy); all
Items selected were in current use; lists were arranged so that targeted linguist ic
feat ures were not obvious to informa nts. The Word List and the Minimal Pairs a rc
included in the Appendix.
2.5. Selection of Informan t:;
The selection process presen ted problems, inevitably. The Burin region
comprises a small popula tion scatte red throughout twenty communit ies. Of these ,
two were spccifically targ eted: Fox Cove/ Mortier, with a population of 464 (1991
Ce nsus), and Burin Proper, with a total population of app roximately 2,940 (199 1
Cens us), 11was not easy to find twenty-four individuals who were willing to be
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interviewed for a two-hour period. and some who might have been willing were
uneasy about being tape recorded.
T wenty-four residents of the Burin region were selected for the interviews.
It was decided that rather than ob taining a ran dom sample. ustng the sampling
techniques typically employed in larger sociolinguistic surveys. we would select 11m
informants based on a personal networ k established in the field. We feu.
given the low populatio n density of the Burin region. that a sample thus selected
would be representative, and that this was the most effective way to secure the
requ ired number of interviews, given limited research time.
Table 2,1 provides a social profile of the twenty-four Durin subjects . Twelve
of the informants were of the male sex, and twelve were female. Twelve were sixty
years of age or older. and twelve were between the ages of twenty-Five and thirty-five,
These age groups were selected in order to permit a significant difference in
apparent time. and because the twenty-five to thirty-five use group most accurately
represen ted a committed,younger gene ration of residents of the region. T hose under
the age of twenty-fiveare fewer in number, many of them having left the region in
search of employment or higher education. Twelve subjects were selected 10
represent the middle class. and twelve the working class. The operational de finitions
of middle and working class were less stringent than those of tradit iona l. urban
sociolinguistic surveys. The job base is mueh more restricted in the Burin reglue, and
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johs that mightbe considered working class ina city mayprovide the onlysource of
employment for a midd le classindividual wanting to remain in the region.
Table 2.1 - INFORMANT PROFILE
o = 60+ , Y = 25-35; M = MALE, F = FEMALE; MC '" MIDDLE CLASS,
we '" WORKING CLASS
CELl . INFORI\IANT AGE SEX CLASS
CELL 1 LAOI 0 M WC
' CO2 0 'I WC
LJl(J3 0 'I WC
CELL 2 MA04 0 F WC
RK05 0 F WC
MSi16 0 F WC
CELL3 AM07 Y M WC
'FO' Y M WC
WRJl9 Y M WC
CELL 4 Fl.l O Y F we
SMIl y F WC
MK12 Y F WC
CELLS JR13 0 M MC
LM14 0 M MC
LK15 0 M MC
CELL 6 AW16 0 F MC
MP17 0 F MC
MH18 0 F MC
CELL 7 PP19 Y M MC
LAW Y M MC
BL2l Y M MC
CELL S rp22 y F MC
M Ln y F MC
CR24 Y F MC
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Occupation therefore does not necessarily q ualify as a determiner of class in a rural
se tt ing. Locat ion/residence is not an accurate class indicator either; although more
recently deve loped areas of the Burin region are undeniably upper middle class (c.g.
newer section s of the community of Salt Pond), the tendency for Burin region
residents to build and locate on family p roperty [thereby reinforcing import an,
kinship ne tworks) tends to prevent widesp read establishmen t of cluss-dctcrminc d
residential areas. All of my informants, with the exception of two younger ad ults
who were still residing with their parents, eit her had owned thei r own home. and h:td
subsequently passed it on to an adult child with whom they were residing, had built
a home of their own on family property. or else purc hased 1\ house from a rel a tive.
Income is also an unreliable indicator of class. The working class men employed in
the fishery (especially those who had been employed as trawlermen abo ard dragge rs)
earned an average wage of $30,000a year or better. One should note here, however,
that employment on draggers (as well as in fish plants) tends to he more sea son,,!.
As a Burin region resident once state d to me, if you were pe rmanentl y emp loyed.
the n you were middle class.
Ou r somewhat arbitrary ope rational definition of class attempts to ta ke the
above fac ts into account. Our class determiners lire lob type and secu rity, income.
type of ho using (\I"ell-maintained, larger ho mes versus older or less well malntatncd
residences), values (attitudes toward education. long-term goals, pa rticipat io n in
for mal community activities, etc.), and, to a lim ited extent, residence. A major factor
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dete rmining class affiliationis occupation : wheth er or not our sub jectsparticipate in
a tradi tional ( fishery-based) econ omy se ems to d etermine 10 a large extent whethe r
or no t a subject isworking class. We again note here that these participating in the
fishe ry rend to be seas onally e mployed, and enjoy less job security than o ur midd le
d U5S informa nts, who are (o r whose spouses a re) secu rely emp loyed in service
industries. O ur midd le elass informants exhibit ed m ost or a ll of the following
chara cteristics : i) they owned a very we'll-maintained, la rge hou se and gro unds; ii)
they had job security (or a spouse with a secure incom e) and a total income ove r
535,000 per a nnum; iii) they part icipated In org anlzed community activities such as
the Community Counc il,Seniors Club. o r a church grou p, or, in the case o f younger
women, worked outs ide the home; iv) they had at least so me post-se ecndary
(academic) education: v) theyhad taken regular va cations involving travel outside the
regio n or the p rovince .
Our wo rking class info rmants shared some charact eristics with their middle
class counterparts. However, all the working class informan ts were seasonally
employed (on d raggers, or in fish plants ), and m any were unemployed at the time o f
the in terview. Some o f them had complet ed high school, but none had pursued pos t-
secondary ed u cation (other th an job-re lated ski lls training). Som e of the workin g
class informant s owned their own homes , but the homes were neither new, nor well -
mainta ined, co mpared with th ose of th eir more midd le class counterparts. The
kinship netwo rk was th e primary network for the working classm ale inform ants (who
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also participat ed in organized sports): it was the only functional network utilized hy
the work ing class women interviewed. We note here that younger middle class
males, an anomalous group whose linguistic behaviours compare with those of
younger working class males, also displayed very strong kinship ties,
Differences also existed with respect to use of leisure time, with our working
class female infor mants preferring Bingo as a means of socializing. None of the
middle class informants attended Bingo games at all (they perceived Bingo pluying
as something qu ite negat ive), Workingclass females (especially the younger females)
tended to socialize more with friends a nd family membe rs, and among this group
there was a greater tendency to rely on or to support kin in times of need. Younger
middle class female s tended to stay at home more , when not working. They seemed
to have less time to socia lize than their working class counterpa rts overall, given the
dual demands of working outside the home and ca ring for young children. Workir:g
class men prefe rred casual drinking with their ma tes afte r sports activities, None of
the older working class informants were members. of the Senior Citizens Club, and
none of the wo rking class informants par ticipated in volunteer Church activities.
Older middle class residents very actively participated in the Senior Citizens Club,
Many of the middl e class residents (excluding younge r middle class females, who had
less time to commi t to volunteer activities) participated in volunteer Church and/or
community grou ps as well (e.g. the Town Council) , Overall our middle class
informants seemed to have great er prest ige in the community, They tended til
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influence local event s more than did their working class counterpa rts, whose main
focus seemed to be the family un it .
O nly two of the middle class informants lived in Fox Cove / Monter, which had
heen one of the traditio na l enclaves of Irish Catho lic fishermen and their families.
All hut one of our working class informants were of Irish (Catho lic) descent, and
were (o r had bee n) reside nts of Fox Cove/Mortie r. Some midd le class informants
were Pro testant a nd othe rs were Roman Catho lic, thus re flecting the mixed ethnic
nnd re ligious backgrou nds.
Cell 1 informant LB03 is something of an anomaly. Th e other two occupants
of this cell had comparable backgrou nds: bo th are Roman Ca tho lic residents of the
co mmunity of Fox Cove/Mortier: bot h particip ated in the tradit iona l Banks fishery,
m d spe nt most of their working lives outside the region. LB03 is a Protestant
residen t of anot her community, Bull's Cove, and spe nt his work ing life in the Burin
region. mostly e mployed in various support indus tries. H is connec tions with the
traditi ona l fishing industry were mini mal. An ideal informant to repl ace LB03 could
no t he found . Ce ll 3 informant AM07 and Cell 8 infor mant PP22 'were not bo rn in
the region; however, fo r most of th eir forma tive yea rs (afte r the age of eight) these
individuals reside d in small Burin region communit ies (PP22 in Burin. and AM07 in
Little Bay). Becaus ~ info rmants were sele cted based on esta blished ne tworks, the re
was an overall Irish Ro man Ca tholic bias for the entir e samp le (nine teen RC
informant s, and SLt Protestant). A high percentage of lingu istic feat ures histor ically
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defined as Irish were found in this survey. which is nOIsurprising. Approximately
forty per cent of the ancestors of current residents of the Burin region were Irish
Cat holic. according to nineteent h century censuses; I was unable 10 locate
comparable data in the censuses for 1986 and 1991. However. the most obvlons Irish
featu res, clear postvocallc /1/ and slit fricative / t/. are either not present or
minimally present in ou r sample, and our most striking feature, the
centralizat ion/fro nting of l u/, (histor ically a South West E nglish feat ure), is more
in evidence among residents of Irish Catholic descent.
Each of the two components of the interview - formal and informal - took
approximately one hour. The formal interview contained three components. '01e
first was a semi-formal interview, which I conducted, and in which questions were
designed to obtain information on the community. The second compo nent involved
a Word List and a Minimal Pair list which provided a basic corpus of tokens of
selected linguistic variables. The speec h elicited during the reading of the wo rd List
and Minimal Pairs is considered the most formal of the speec h continuum, and will
also form the basis for comparison of styles, since speaker output is directed, and
variables arc controlled for. The third component involved the presentation of a
questionna ire eliciting pe rsonal information, attitudes, etc. '01e informal interview
comprised approximately one hour of tape-recorded conversation held between an
informant and a second individual who was known by the informant, in order to elicit
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qual ity vernacular speech (which forms the base of any sociolinguisticsurvey). Labov
(1966) notes an inte rview-related p roblem he encounte red in his soctofingulsttc
5iurveys: the observer's paradox, where the presence of the interviewer creates an
awareness of the spee ch ac t which effectively prevents the elicitation of the most
informal speech. Milroy (1987) also notes this problem, and suggests that to some
extent participant observation may alleviate the problem. Long-term residence of the
interviewer in the community may assist in eliciting quantities of true vernacular, but
one can never elimina te the problem of the presence of the observer. and, one might
add, tape recording eq uipment. Milroy (1987:64) furthe r sta tes that
It should be noted in this context that the provision of an insider as
fieldworker will not in itself necessarily encourage large amounts of
talk. For example. an attempt to use as a fieldworke r an eighteen-
year-old man in Ballymacarrett, East Belfas t_ Given his inside
starus..was such an incongruous type of event that they (the
informants) either refused to talk or, while attempting to becompliant,
said very little; he was much less successful than a compe tent outsider.
A similar problem occurred with our informal interviews in this survey, in spite of the
fact that someone known to the informant conducted the inte rview. The majority of
my twenty-four informa nts reacted to the idea of tape-recording an hour of "talking".
even with a local resident, with greate r apprehension tha n the idea of tape record ing
a for mal interview. II seems our attempt to divert a ttention away from the tape
recording equipment, and the speech act itself, was not entirely successful. The
truditior ml vernacular speech of the region was elicited. as the interview progressed;
however, a shorter interview may have proved less dau nting (and less obtrusive) in
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the long run. The re does not see m to be a ready solution 10 the paradoxes of tape
record ing speech ; ultimately, the very prese nce of tape record ing equipment. lind
interv iewers. whoever they may be. ensures aspects of observer 's paradox never quite
anticipated.
Portions of informal interviews were first transc ribed from tape vcrluuim.
using WordPerfect 5.1. and the phonological features were subsequently phonetically
tra nscribed in context , as were items occurr ing in the Word and Minimal Pairs lists.
2.7. ~
In our study or the Burin region the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) was emp loyed to analyze variance. using the ANOV A subrou tine. We
decide d to obtai n results based on a 2 x 2 x 2 ANaVA design using the independent
variables age, sex and socioeconom ic class. Results for analysis of stylistic varia tion
were based on comparisons of cross-style percentages, obtained by dividing the
numbe r of occurrences of a NS variant by the total number of occurring tokens of
each linguistic variab le across styles. Where more than two variants existed, S
variants were a lso analyzed.
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3.1. lli.B!.l.Ci
Although both sta ndard (S) and non-standa rd (NS) variants of the
phono logical variables examine d have been analyzed for a ra nge of styles ( formal.
MP and WL. and informa l), the results of statistica l analysis of NS variants of the
linguistic variables (E), (I ), (UW), (AW), (O Y), (AY), (orC) , (THETA), (ETH), and
(T) in the informal register will be the focus of this chapte r. We note, however, that
the SINS dichotomy represen ts an oversimplification; indeed, a single S·NS
continuum cannot be said to exist in anygiven speech community (cf. Brouwer & van
Hout 1984, Milroy 1987). Certa in features found in the Burin speech community
(e.g. the intermediate [A(:) r] varia nt of (a rC» cannot be readily defined as either S
or NS, and still others, the status of which is somewhat unclea r in Bur in (e.g. the [a u]
varian! of (AW), as well as the (a x] variant of (AY» , func tion as S variants in
Can adian English. Finally, some apparen tly NS varia nts may indee d function in a
specific spee ch community as unstigmatized features (e.g. the lel variant of (I».
Stylistic stratificatio n of the linguist ic features investigated will be dealt with in depth
in Chapter 4.
For the vocalic varia bles investigated, our study indicates that in informal
style social factors affect the pronunciation of the NS variants of variables (E ), (I),
(UW), (A W), (AY) , and (o rC). None of the social variables affect speake r selection
of the raised lao] variant of (AW). Social variables affect selection of two var iants
of (THETA) • [tel and [tI , as well as the (ETH ) variant [d]. None of the social
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var iables investigated, however, inlluenee the production of (ETH) var iable [deI,or
(T) variants [d], r~ ,and [1].
3.2. Vocalic Vari;lhle5
3.2.1. The variable fE)
The NS variant of variable (E) is (II. which is used in the Burin region 13%
of the time in casual speech. Table 3.1 demonstrates IhM for the non-standard
variant [r ] the gender/SEC interac tion approac hes significance (p = .066). Although
middle class and working class males do not differ much in the ir mean usage of this
feature (.05 difference). working class females use (I] considerably more than their
middle class counterparts (.19 difference in mean usage). SEC, therefore is an
influentia l social va riable. but primarily for women.
Table 3.1
The [I] vari an t or (E). Mean use, gender by SEC In
informal speech style (p= .{I66).
GEN DER I Me I we
M I .11 I .16
F I .03 I .22
Of further interest is the fac t that the younger working class women are the least
stan dard gro up in the sample, not only using the NS raised II I variant more than
young middle class women. but also more than working class males (see Table 3.2).
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Tab le az
Mean us age by greup , th e [I I va ria nt or (E ).
M F
I y I 0 y I 0
MC I .2 \ I .02 .07 I .00
wc I .25 I .06 3 0 I .13
Analysis reveals no othe r significa nt (or alm ost significant) in terac tions or main
e ffects for the II ] variant of (E).
3.2.2. Th e Vjlr jilh le m
(I) has only one NSvarian t in the Burin region - [e~ which is use d by regional
speakers a me re 1% of the time ove rall in casua l speech. T e nsed [i], a possible
second NS (I) varian t. did no t occur in the info rma l speech of in formants. Colbou rne
no tes tha t on Long Island t his Ii] was al.so"rare" (Colbourne 1982:10).
Table 3.3
The [I J vari ant or (I) . Mean use, gender by age in
inrormnl speech style (p• •OS~).
GENDER I y I 0
M I .00 I .0 1
F I .01 I .00
For the [IJ var iant o f (I) the interact ion betwe en gende r and age is nea rly
sign ificant (p = .059), ....i th only olde r m iddle class males and younger females making
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use of this feature (see Table 3.3). This older male-younger female similarity of
usage patte rn is replicated in the case of several other NS features to be discussed.
Of interest is the fact that. among males. use of this feature is restricted In
older middle class speakers, whereas both younger middle class and working class
women use [E] (see Table 3.4). It is difficult to understand why apparent ly NS [c ]
should be associated with IwOtypically standard speech groups, and one typically NS
speech grou p. The suggestion is that [El is not (and perhaps never w..s) a
stigma tized variant in the Burin region.
~.
Table 3.4
Mean usage by grou p, the (E] varian t of (I).
y 0
I Me I WC MC I WC
M i .00 I .00 .02 I .00
F I .01 I .02 .00 I .00
It is also probab le that [E] usage is simply not noticed, given its infrequent
use. Colbourn e ' 1982:37) notes that, in his Notre Dame Bay sample, the NS variants
of (I) were used only 32.5% of the time, overall, compared with 64.8% usage for the
NS [r] variant of (E) .
The question which inevitably arises iswhether or not appa rently NS variants
of (I) were in fact prevalent in the Burin region in the past. and if so, to what extent.
The Irish have always accounted for nearly half the population of the Burin reginn.
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It may well be that NS variants of (I) never were as proli fic in the Burin region as
thcy were on the east coast of Newfoundland. All we can claim is that at the time
of th is survey. in casual speech, only aile NS (I) variant . [e], was quite infrequentl y
used in the Burin region .
One must take into consid eration the fact tha t this NS feat ure is used ani)' 1%
of the time overall . a fact which limits the validity of any generalizations that usage
patterns may suggest.
3.2.3. The varjable (UW )
The variab le (UW ) has one NS var iant. fronted and rounded {t:l(:)o] (the first
elem ent of which rna)' be lengthened), which is used b)'the Burin sample 64% of the
time in informal speech. "f able 3.5 suggests that class and gender mteract in the
prod uction of this non-standard variant. While working class males use the feature
more than the ir middle class counterparts (with a .11 difference in use between the
two groups), working class fema les use it considerab ly more (with a .46 difference in
use between working class and middle class women) .
Ta ble 3.5
Th e [t:l(:)ol varian t or(trW). Mean use, gender by SEC In
Infonnal speech style (p= .05, F= 4.51, dC=1/16).
GENDER I MC I WC
M I .60 I .71
F I .40 I .86
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Add itionally, the interaction of gender and age approaches significance for tllb
variant (p=.067). Younger males use this feature 37% more than their older
counterparts (see Table 3.6). This does not suggest that (u)·fronting is on the
increase; it may be that older men dropped this obvious NS feature, which serves ttl
iden tify a specific region, because they spent so much time outside the community.
Female usage does not settle the issue, as young and older women do not differ
substant ially in their usage.
Table 3.6
The (t:t(:)o] var iant of (UW). Mean use, gender by age in
Informal speech style (p=.067).
GENDER I y I 0
M I .84 I .47
F I .65 I .61
A fronted variant of (UW) is widely used in the Burin region; in fact,
according to local informants, it tends ' . identifyinhabitantsof such east coast Burin
Peninsula communities as Fox Cove/ Mortier . NS /h/ deletion/ inse rtion fulfils a
similar function, identifying residents of largely Protestant English communities such
as Grand Bank, on the west coast of the Burin Peninsula (Noseworthy 1971), and
Port aux Bras, a Protestant community locat ed near the community of Burin. It is
impo rtant to note here that Noseworthy does not include (UW) variants in his
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inventory of linguistic features found in Grand Bank. Nor did we encounter any
incidence of Ihl delet ion/insertion in our sociolinguistic survey of the Burin region.
As mentioned in Chapte r 2, u-fronting is characteristic of West Somerset,
Devon and east Cornwall. In our survey, although ANOVA was not pe rformed for
the social variable Region, myobservat ions. and those of local residents. suggest that
residents of Fox Cove/Mo rtier (exclusively Irish Catholic) were the speakers most
read ily ident ified by their use of fronted variants of lui ([1::1(:)0 ], and even a very
fronted [0(:)0)), especially in words such as.Kb.ncl.
3.2.4. The variahle f AW)
We examined three (AW) variants: raised [eu], fronted (( 0], and
mon ophthon gal (a(:)]. (a(:)] is used 38% of the time by the Burin sample in informal
style, and var iants (ao] and [co j 34% and 5% of the time respectively. Analysis
indicates neither significant interactions nor significant main effects for usage of the
raised (ao ] pronunciation. For [eO] only one main effect is indicated. and that is age
(p< 0.05. F=6. 50, df= 1/ 16). The mean uS:lgeof this feature is .10 for the younger
group. while the mean usage for the older group is .00. Further examinat ion of the
data indicates that among our younger male subjects only the working class uses [euJ
(.12 mean usage). However. it is used by both younger working class females (.16
mea n usage) and their middle class counterpart s (mean usage .12).
The lao] variant of (AW) is a popular feature in the Burin region. In the
Irish dialects of Newfoundland we find a generally raised [a u] variant which is not
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phonologicallyconditioned (cf. Se.ary,Stnry and Kirwin 1968:63); in Canadian English
we find a raised variant which is conditioned by its following environment. Further
investigation reveals thaI although the Burin pattern resembles the Canudlnn nne,
there are also similarities 10 the Irish patte rn. For further details see Chapte r 5
below.
As this feature is not linked with the social variables gender, age or SEC, thc
[a u] varian t of (AW) is nOIindicative of particular group loyalties.
The nucleus of the {EU] variant of (AW) is slightly more fronted than the
nucleus of lao]. We note here that genera l (AW) fronting seems to be occurring in
Toronto, Vancouver and Victoria, and more among younger subjects and females
(see, for example, Hung, Davison and Chambers 1993). Significantly, thts variant,
which occurs only 5% of the time overall in the Burin region, is used exclusively by
younger residents. It may be that the younger generation here, like their
counterparts in other Canadian communities, are introducing an innovative (A W)
variant. However, one canno t he cert ain tha t NS (eo] is not a traditional Burin
region feature. Noseworthy (1971:59) does cite [e n] (but not [alu) among the
allophones of l awl found in Gra nd Bank. but notes that the [e u] of CAW)"occurs
only in the word "down" in the idiolect of B. A. H'-.
The monophthongal [a(:)J variant of (A W) is used 38% of the time overall in
the Burin region, and the manner in which it is used indicates an interac tion between
gender and SEC. Working class males use rae:)] only slightly more than their middle
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class coun terpa rts (see Table 3.7), while working class female mean usage of this
non-standard feature is considerabl y greater than middle class female usage.
Table 3.7
The [a(:)] variant of (AW). Mean use, gender by SEC in
informal speech style (p< .05, F=5.14; df =1/16).
GENDER I MC I WC
M I .38 I .41
F I .25 I 50
Tabl e 3.8 also indicates, for the use of [a(:)], an interaction between class and
age that approaches significance. The younger middle class use this feature more
than do their older counterparts (.14 difference of mean usage), while among working
class subjects. older speakers use la(:)] slightly more frequ ently than their younger
counterparts (.06 difference of mean usage). Worthy of note is the fact that the
effects for age are diame trically opposed for the middle and working class, with older
middle class speakers using the monophthongal variant considerably less tha n other
community residents .
Table 3.8
The [a( :)] variant of (AW). Mean use, SEC by age in
informal speech style (p =.063).
CLASS I y I 0
MC I 38 I .24
WC I .42 I .48
-
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The (AW) variants examined do not seem 10 identify Burin region speakers
as readily as does the NS [tl(:)u] variant of (UW), according to residents of the
region interviewed in this survey,
Three variants of this variable are found in the Burin region: [ar ], rnlsed [er ]
and rounded [01]. [ar ], the S variant, is used 33% of the time. The raised variant
[e r ] occurs 60% of the t ime overall, and NS [ar ] 7% of the time. Analysis reveals
no significant interactions, yet two significant main effects, for the raised [er ]
pronunciation ~ gender (p< .05, F"'5.5I, df - Ij16). and age (p <.05, F.. 14.5R,
df=1 /16). Males use [ar] significantly more than females (.66 M mean usage. .54
F mean usage; .12 mean usage difference). Younger speakers use [er] slgniflcar uly
more (.70) than do their older counterparts (.50). This variable does not appear 10
be stigmatized, and is a popular feature overall. What we are finding here is un
increase in raising which does not suggest the older Irish pattern of raised variants
in all conte xts (on this, see Chapter 5 below).
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Ta ble 3.9
The [c 1) varia nt of (AY). Mean use, SEC by gender by age
in inform::llspeech style (p = .l'59).
y 0
I MC I WC Me I WC
M I .00 I .06 .00 I .13
F I .01 I .01 .00 I 33
Gender, SEC and age interact, affect ing [:n. ) usage . Th is feature is
infrequentl y used ove rall (.07 mean usage), and is rarely found amo ng younger
spea kers. Th e rounded [:)1] va riant of (AY) is one NS fea ture which is markedly the
linguistic prefere nce of olde r working class women, who are not typically the gro up
displaying the greatest useof NS fea tures. In this case they appe ar to express loyally
to a traditional featu re of the Newfoundland ve rnacu lar, albe it 10 a limited exten t.
w ort hy of no te also is the fact that older middle class speake rs among our sample
do not use(:)I J at all.
Noseworthy ( 1971:56), in his dialect sr-vey of Gr and Bank, notes [ar ] and
[e r ] among the allophon es of the variable (AV). He listed a to tal of twelve variants
:or this variable, grea ter atten tion bei ng given to phonetie deta il in the Gr and Bank
dialect survey. (a l Joccu rred rarely, and 'us ually in single words and strongly-stressed
syltnbtcs" (Nosewor thy 1971:57). The pronu nciatio n [:II ) only occurred once.
Substitut ion or neu tra lization of (OY) and (AY) wer e not mentioned.
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3.2.6. The va rjahle rO Y)
The two NS Burin region variants of this variable arc [e r ] and [nr ]. The
more widely used of t hese is [e r ], which is selected by subje cts 70% of the time in
infor mal style. (at) is used on ly 5% of the time. For (ax) the inte raction between
gende r and SEC is nearly significant . Table 3.10 indicates that middle class and
working class male mean usage of (OY) variant [a l l is ab out equal (.03 menu usage
differe nce). H owever . working class female mean usage of [e r I is .54 great e r than
that of middle class fem ales. While the raised (at ] variant of (AY) does not see m
indicative of any definite socio linguistic trend. the centralized [e z] variant of (O Y)
marks working class affil iation for women. This •compromise ' variant seems to he
a definite marker when it is used as the NS varia nt of (O Y) by the women of the
Burin region.
Tab le 3.10
Th e (a r ] variant of (OV). Mean usc, gender by SEC in
info r mal speech style (p=.087).
GEND ER I Me I we
M I .76 I .79
F I .36 I .90
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Table3. 11
The [ar ] varia nt of (OV). Mean use, gender by age in
informa l speech style (p = .085).
GENDER I y I 0
M I .00 I .10
F I .10 I .00
Among the Burin sample the unrounded [0.1] variant of (OY). a stigmatized
feature, is used only 5% of the time overall in casual speech. Gender and age
interact in a manner nea rly proving significant, with older men and younger women
the on ly speakers using this feature , each at a rate of .10 (see Table 3.11). The usage
pattern parallels that of the infrequently used NS [E] variant of (I) . Both middle and
working class older me n and younger women use (OY) variant [0.1) (.10 Y·F MC
mean usage, .11 Y·F·WC mean usage;.04 D·M-Me mean usage, .17 O-M We), but
older WC males do use [a r ] considerab ly more than their middle class peers.
Younger working class women use this feature slightly more than do their middle
class counterparts .
The variants of the variables (AY) and (O Y) overlap, as do the variants of
variables (8 ) and (I). Apart from the S variants , the two rel evant variants of (AY)
are mid, unrounded (a I J, a re latively unstigmatized variant , and back, rounded [';)1].
The re levant variants of (OY) are mid [az] , again a relative ly unstigmatized variant,
and (0.1], the lowered. mor e stigmati zed variant. Th e inter mediate variants of both
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variables are exactly the same, and for both variables (OY) and (AY) a preference
is indicated for the •comprom ise • variant [e r ] in the Burin region. The (a xIvariant
of (OY) is used 70% of the time overall, and the [e r ] variant of (AY) 60% IIf the
time" .
Th e old vernacu lar forms of variables (OY) and (AY) seem well on the way
to being eliminated (the mean usage of the [a r ] variant of (OY ) in casual speech is
only .05, and the [0I ) of (AY) ,07).
3.2.7. ~.!JllQ
The non-sta ndard varian ts of this variable arc f....(:)r] and [arlo (....(:)rl (the
low-mid unrounded 'compro mise' var iant) is used 21% of the time in casuat style.
far], the more NS variant, is used 24% of the time. Thus Burin speakers usc NS
variants of (orC) abou t half the time overa ll in their casual style.
We note here that it is the middle class which primarily main tains the
stan dard variant {o(;) r), Stat istics indicate that SEC (p <.05, F :::16.4, dfe 1/ 16) ami
gend er (p<.OS. F= 6.8, dfe 1/1 6) yield significant main effects for (:l(;)r] (.42 M mean
usage , .63 F mean usage; .75 Me mean usage, .35 we mean usage).
Analysis reveals gende r as the most significant social factor (p= .OI, F :::8.06,
df:::1/16) for the unrounded l....(:) r) variant of (orC). Male mean usage is .33, and
female mean usage is .09. Althoug h gender did not int eract significantly with SEC,
the most frequent users of this fea ture arc working class ma les (.41 mean usage) .
Younger and older speake rs use [....(:)r} abo ut equally (see Table 3. 12). O lder
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working class men are more standard overall than their younger male counterparts,
proving quite often to be the group displaying acceptable compromises between the
S and the most NS options. For (,.,(:)r], however, the younger males are slightly in
the lead in the use of the ' comp romise' variant. One should remember here that
the (..... (:)r] variant of (QrC) is selected in the Burin region less ofte n than the (ar], the
traditional, vernacular variant .
Table 3.12
Mean usage by group, the [I\(:)r ] va riant or (orC) .
y 0
I MC I WC MC I WC
MI .26 I .44 .22 I .38
F ~ .05 I .11 .07 I .13
As Table 3.13 indicates, the interaction between gender and age for the third
variant of (ar C) examined, NS [ar], approaches significance (p =.094). Older male
mean usage of this feature is .36, which is considerably greater than .15, the younger
male mean usage. Younger females use this feature slightly more often than older
women (.26 Y·F mean usage, .19 O·F mean usage) , and younger women use far]
more than younger men (.I S Y·M mean usage, .26 Y-F mean usage). Again we find
a pat tern which typifies two other features, the raised [1:Jvariant of (E), and the
unrou nded [a r ] variant of (OY) : younger females and older male s are using this NS
fea ture more than are thei r respective counterpar ts.
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Table 3.13
The [ar] variant or (arC). Mean use, gender by age in
Informa l speech style (p =.094).
GENDER I y I 0
M I .15 I .36
F I .26 I .19
Furth er investigation indicates certain patterns worthy of note. if not
significant. Among younger males. only the working class use the tar) va riant of
(arC) (.29Y-M .WC mean usage , .OO Y-M-MC mean usage). Younge r working class
females use this feature far more than do their younger middle class counterpar ts
(,48 Y-P-WC mea n usage, .04 Y-F·MC mean usage). Differences emerge among
older women as well (.37 O-F-WC mean usage, .02 O-F-MC mean usage ). In the
Burin region, however, it is working class women. and older working class men, who
are functioning as the principal guardians of this traditional NS feature of
Newfoundland English.
3.2.8. =rom
For the vocalic variables investigated, our study indicates that in informal
speech style social factors indeed affect the production of most of the variants
surveyed. The patte rn that often emerges is the interactio n of gen der with another
social factor. particularly age. The raised II] variant of (E) is influenced to some
extent by the inter acting social variab les gender and SEC; gender and age
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interact ions affect selection of the lowered [f:] variant of (I). The ch oice of the NS
fronted [ti(: )O) variant of (UW) is influenced bythe interact ing socia l factors gender
a nd SEC. as well as by inter actions betweengender and age. Non e of the social
va riables affect speaker use of the ra ised lao)variant of (AW); however, age affects
selection of the fronted [c e) variant. and interactions betwee n gender and SEC, as
well as SEC and age, affect spea ker selection of the monophthongal pronunciation
(a(:)]. Gend er and age affect produc tion of the raised [9:1] variant of (AY) , and
interact ions among the social facto rs gender, SEC and age influence production of
ro unded (AY) variant [c r ]. Th e product ion of the [A(:)r] variant of (o rC) is
in fluenced bygen der. and the inter acting social factors gender and age affect speaker
select ion of the NS varia nt [arlo
3.3. The Coo~onantal Varjjlble$
3.3.1. Th e variable CTHETA>
(THETA) has two non-standard varian ts in the Burin region. (te ) and Iil - The
affrieated variant {tel is more standard tha n [t1 repr esenting a linguistic comprom ise
between the most and least standa rd varia nts. [t9 ] is used in informa l speech by the
Burin sam ple 14% of the time. ttl. the highly non-standar d stop vari an t. is used 63%
o f the time in casual spee ch.
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Table 3.14
Mean usage by group, the [0} varian t or (THETA).
y 0
II MC I WC MC I WC
M II .06 I .10 .35 I .05
F II .65 I .05 .52 I .04
It is interesting to note, prior to analysis of the intermediate and NS varian ts.
that the inte raction of gender, SEC and age approaches significance for product ion
of the S [0] variant of (THETA) (p= .094). As Tab le 3.14 indicates, middle class
wome n use the S va riant consider ably more than men overall, although middle class
older men do use [e ] substantially more th an do othe r males. The use of the
standard [0 ] variant of (THETA) on the part of older middle class men sets them
apart from their working class peers.
Analysis of the [to] variant of (THETA) indicates a significant SEC main
effect (p <. 01, F= 9.19, df 1/16), with middle class speake rs using this featu re
considerab ly more than working class speakers (.21 MC mea n usage, .07 WC mean
usage). There is also a main effect for age that approaches significance (p= .07).
[ta l is used more by older speakers than by their younger counterparts (.10 Y mean
usage; .18 0 mean usage). This suggests an att empt, albeit infr equent, and
princip ally by older speakers, to bridge the linguistic gap between the relatively few
speakers usi ngthe highly standard [0] variant of (THETA) and the many who favour
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the no n-standa rd [I) stop variant. [t9], t he •compromise , (TI-IET A) variant, is no t
widely used ove rall in the Burin regio n (.14 mean usage as noted above); the S
variant (aJis used only slightly more o ften (.23 overall mean usage).
Table J.1S
The [Ii varia nt of (1lfETA). Mea n use, gender by SEC by
age In Informal speech sty le (p=. OI, F=8 .16, dC= 1/ 16).
M F
I y I 0 y I 0
MC I .86 I 32 .18 I .23
WC I .87 I .89 .85 I .86
Th e ltl variant of (THETA) is th e usua l one amo ng Burin speak ers . Both
gende r (p : .OO1, F- IS.5. df-l/16) and SE C (p < .OOl , f - 81.9, df = 1/ 16) significantly
affect use of the {IJ variant of (lHETA). Men are less standard overall tha n thei r
female counterparts (.73 M mean usage, compar ed with.53 F mean usage) . Working
class speakers use (t) significantly more (040 Me mean usage, .'l:1WC mean usage).
The e ffect of age on usage of this NS feature approaches significance (p -.070);
younger speakers use (I) more than do their older counte rparts in the Bu rin region
(.69 Y mea n usage, .58 0 mean usage) . While this last result may appear su rprising.
a simila r patt e rn has been noted for the inte rdental fricative variables in othe r
Newfou ndland communiti es (e.g. 51.Jo hn's, as documented by Clarke 1991). Th e
lrueracrtousamong the social var iables gender, SEC and age (see Tabl e 3.15) a lso
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prove to be significant. [t] is favoured by all groups except older middle class
speake rs (both sexes), and younger middle classwomen. As Table 3.15shows, both
working class and middle class young males use the ltl variant of (THETA) to nearly
the same extent. However, in all other age/gen de r groups, there is a cons iderable
difference in use between middle and wor king class subjects. The suggestio n is that
(THETA) variant [t] is a class marker, identifying working class reside nts of the
Burin region. Worthy of note is the fact th at for this feature our older working class
women are as non-standard as their you nger count erparts; however, olde r working
class women use fewer NS featu res ove ra ll than do younger working class women.
Also, you nger midd le class men identify ve ry stronglywith their working class peers
in their use of this feature, appa rently ignoring linguistic patterns set by their older
middle class coun terparts.
One shou ld note here that reside nce may be a factor affecting choice of
varian ts of the (TIiETA) variable by you ng, middle classmale speakers. T wo of our
younger middle class informants live in a small Burin area commun ity (Fox
Cove/ Morner) which is primarily workin g class, where they participate in voluntary
activities and spo rts, largely ignoring class boundaries. There would be consi derable
pressu re on the younger middle class males 10 conform to the linguistic patt erns of
the wo rking class majority. It would logically be the highly perceptible variables
(THETA) and (ETH) which might be most affected.
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Th e stat ist ical analysis performed o n our da ta did not yield results specific
enough to suppo rt tbis claim. However, ass ociation between place of reside nce and
conformity 10 a feature of the Burin regional vernacular is strongly sugge sted by
percentage use of Ihe NS ( m ETA) varia nt (t}by age/ge nder/S EC groups. Group
I, Q-M-W e, uses (1) 89% of the time; two of the members of this speech group
reside in Fox Cove/Mortier. Group 2. O -F-WC, whose members all reside in Fox
Cove/Mo nier, uses this feature 86% of the time. Group 3, Y·M-We. whose
members alsores ide in Fox Cove/ Mortier, use ltl86% of the time. AUthe me mbers
of Group 4 (Y-F.WC) live in Fox Cove/M ortier, and use ltl 84% of the time.
Among group 5 (O·M.MC). 6 (O-F-MC), and 8 (Y·F·MC), use of the vern acular
variant It ] ranges from 17% to 32%. All the members of both Group 5 and Group
8 live ou tside Fox Cove/ Mortier, and only one member of Group 6 resides in this
community. The remaining middle class gr oup - Group 7. Y-M-MC· uses It}36%
of the tim e. As previously noted, twoof the members of this speech group re side in
Fox Cove / Mort ier, and the third has friends in the community with whom he hunts
and plays softball.
3.3.2. Th e variab le CEllI)
The seco nd consonantal variable se lected for our survey is (ETH), the voiced
counterpa rt of (THETA). Two non-stand ard varia nts of (E1lI) are found in the
Burin region: voiced affricate [d6]. and vo iced stop/ flap variant (d]. [d6] is used by
the Bur in region sample 19% of the time ; again, the stop/ flap variant [d] is the
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dominant one . occurring 58% of the time in casual speec h. Analysis indicates that
usage of the affricated [db] variant of (ETH) does not slgniticarulyvary for gender.
SEC or age. No significant main effects or intera ctions are indicated.
The re are likewise no significant interactions for the usage of the [dj varian t
in the Burin region, but analysis reveals a nearly significant main effect for gender
(p = .076). Th e mean usage for males is .67. with a corresponding mean of .50 for
females. Age also affects, to some degree . selection of [d] in the Burin reg ion
(p= .093). Overa ll, older speakers use this NS feature more than do their younger
counterpa rts (.670 mean usage, .50 Y mean usage). SEC proves significant fo r [d]
(p e .nt, F=lO.80, df= 1/16), with .43 middl e class mean usage of this feature,
compa red with .73 workingclass mean usage ove rall. Both middle class and work ing
class younger males make comparable use of (Ern) variant [d] (.78 YoM-Me mean
usage, .86 Y-M·we mean usage). Again, as in the case of (nlETA), there is a
considerabl e difference inmiddle and working classusage among the remain ing three
age/ gende r groups (see Table 3.16). We find younger middle class males st rongly
identifying with their working class counterparts thr ough use of this NS feat ure.
Usage of (1.1] more marginally serves as a ma rker of younger middle class male
affinity with their working class counterparts than does the NS variant It).
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Table J.16
The [d] . r lanr of (ETH). Mean us e, gender bySEC by age
in Informa l speech style. Not sign ificant.
M F
II y I 0 y I 0
M C i .78 I .35 .34 I .25
wc l .86 I .69 .68 I .71
3.3.3. 1JJe vari able CT)
In the Burin region the re are three non-standar d realizat ionsof va riable (T),
repres enting p osuontc /t/ followed by a sonora nt • th at is, / t/ in environments in
which flapping could occur. TIle varia nts exami ned a re, specifically, the voiced or
flapped varia nt [d], th e slit fr icative va riant [t], and the glottal or glottalized (7 )
varia nt. N, no ted in C hapter 2, our [d] comprise s both the American flap [1'], which
is gaining ground in Canada (de Wolf 1993:280), and the voiced stop variant ldl-
historically a feature of the Newfoundl and vernacular of West Count ry English
desce nt. Thus the [d] varian t of (T) consists of both innovative and tradition a l
realiza tions.
The so cial var iables examined proved significant for no ne of these variants.
The 0111y nea rly significant main effect is gend e r, for [d] (p"".090). In the Burin
region the [d] variant of (T) is a popular feature , used 53% of the time in informa l
speec h. Males use [d] more th an femal es (.62 M mea n usage, .45 F mean usage).
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Older middle class women appeur to be the onlyspcukers whu fuil to usc this feature
extensively (see Table 3.17), This may suggest resistance on the part of this group
to the olde r vernacu lar feature - a resistance not found among younger groups who
may be sensitive to the prestige of the phonetica lly highly simila r North American
flapped pron unciation.
Table 3.17
The {d] var iant of (T). Mean usc, gender by SEC by age in
Informal speech style. Not signincnnt.
M F
II y I 0 y I 0
MC II .71 I .60 .so I .2 1
WC II .67 I .49 .54 I .56
[sJ, the slit fricative variant of (T), has been investigated for 51.John 's, where
it was preferred by older women (Clarke 1986:73). Thi s "Irish" fricative is quite
uncommon in the Burin region, where its limited use does not seem to he affected
by gende r, age, or social class. On e notes that overa ll this feature is used a mere 2%
of the time by regio nal speakers'.
On the basis of Noseworthy's (1971) Grand Bank survey, one would have
expected more exte nsive usage of the (1) variant of (T) in the Burin region. This
feature is characteristic of descendants of settlers fro m South West England.
However , only six of my middle class informants ar e Protestant ( implying ancestors
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who migrated from South West England); all but one of my wo rking class informants
were Roman Car bolic.
(T) variant [11 is infrequen tly used among Burin spea kers overall (.11 mean
usa" -). Younger and e lder speakers use this NS feature about equally, (.12 Y mean
usage, .11 0 mean usage), and women use (1] slightly more than do men (.13 F mean
usage,.09 M mean usage). [1] is slightly more popu lar with middle class than with
working class spe akers (.14 MC mean usage, .08 we mean usage). It seems likely
that ['1] is not a particularly stigmatized fea ture, and one that is used prima rily in
approp riate phonological environments (e.g. before liquids and nasa ls, as found in
words such as .h!1.l.J.k, .h.u.U.nn).
3.3.4. .fuuJ1JlJao<
For the consonantal variables investigated, our study indicates that in informa l
speech style social factors affect the product ion of some, but no t all, intermediate and
NS variants. Selection of the affricated {te l variant of (l rlET A) is influenced by the
social factors SEC and age, and gende r, SEC ami age interact to affect product ion
of NS (TH ETA) varian t It}. None of the social variab les investiga ted Influences the
production of the affricated [da] variant of (ETH ), while gen der, SEC, and age each
affects spe aker selection o f the stop variant [d]. None of the social var iables proved
significant in the product ion of NS (T) variants .
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3.4. Burin Region Trend~ - Di~nJ~!'ion
In the Burin region younger people have travelled much IcY.." than the older
generation, and generally have a lower standard of living (owing to a rise in
unemployment). Also, olde r working class men are more sophisticated Ih;1Il one
might expect, and differences in education between the middle etas...and Ihe wnrldng
class are not as great now as they have been in the past, although very rea!
differences in attitudes and social behaviours persist. The Durin reginn middle C1l1SS
essentially comprises an upper middle class as well as un aspiring lower middle etas...
element; there does not seem 10be a significant middle middle class. It is important
to note that there has been a recent, accelerated decl ine in employment
opportunities. income, and economic security in the Burin region, affecting the enure
population, and the younger working class residents most of all.
Trends indicate SEC, gender, and then age, in that order, affect selection (If
the specific linguistic features analyzed in our survey. Ime ructions among social
variables SEC, gender and age affect usage of the NS (:)1) variant of (AY) anti the
NS (TH ETA) stop variant (tJ. SEC and gender interact to influence usage of the
raised [a] variant of (E), the fronted [l:t(:)u) variant of (tJW), the monophthongal
la(:)] variant of (AW), and intermediate (OY) variant la x]. The social factors SEC
and age interact to a ffect production of the [a(:)) variant of (AW). The production
of the lowered [E] var iant of (I), the [l:t(:)u) variant of (UW ), the [c r ] variant of
(AY), and (orC) variant [ar] ar e affected by interacting social variables gender and
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age. SEC affectsproduction of the Ita] variant of(THETA). Age affectsusageof
Imntcd (AW) variant IE o~ and genderaffects usageof the intermediate {A(:}r}
variantof (orC), aswellas the (dJ variantof (ETH). Usageof the lao] variant of
(AW), the Id~ 1 variantof (EllI), and (11variants (IIJand l1]) arc not affec ted by
any of the social variables.
3.4.1. V!HIDC wnrking c1a~~ women - anomaloys Unguistic hehaviQur
The most Interestingfindingfor the Burin regionis thai thespeechofyounger
workingclass women is lessstandardthanonewould expect. This finding reflects
thoseforBayde Verde (Reid 1981),whereyounger RomanCatholicwomen(among
others) also proved less standard speakers than traditional sociolinguistic survey
results would predict. Qu.r younger working class women, we note here, are also
exclusivelyRomanCatholic. Overall, younger working classwomen use the raised
[II variant of (E) more than anyother speechgroup in the Burin community. The
monophthongal rae:)] variant of (AW) is alsoused more by young wt)rking class
women than by their middle classcounterparts,as is the Id) variant of (ElH) .
Younger workingclasswomen usefronted (UW) varia...r [tI(:)o}considerablymore,
and Iheyuse the Inr) variant of (orq considerably more aswell. Whyare the young
working class women setting themselves apart IinguisticalIy from their middle class
counterparts)? What we observeisa relativelystronggender/classaffiliationwhich
perhaps reflectstwosocialfacts: thesocialdistance eKisling between youngerworking
classand midl1le classwomen, and the long-term absence of young working class
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males from the community because of the dragger fishery, in which they arc the
exclusive participants.
Younger working class women are chiefly employed seasonally at local fish
plants, unlike their middle class counterparts ; utso, unlike their middle class
counterparts , young working class women are uvid bingo fans. Thus the working anti
social lives of these two groups allows for very little interaction between them. 111C
younger middle class women focus on their nuclear families, when they urc not
working, and socialize less with their kin groups overall than do their wmking class
counterparts . What the linguistic differences reflect, then, is different value systems
for these two speech groups. It is the younger working class women' who seem to
identify more with traditional values, and who seem to express greater loyalty tn
traditiona l vernacular variants. We note 100 that younger working class women have
spent very little time outside the Burin region.
T raditionally, working class men spent a great deal of time awuy from home.
When the dragger fishery replaced the traditional schoone r fishery, this did nut
change. Young working class males employed in the dragger fishery arc at sea
fourteen days, and at home two days, un less they ' take a trip off ' for personal
reasons (e.g. the impending birth of a child). Thus younger working class women,
like their older counte rparts, rely on the company and moral support of thei r peers
to a great extent; they tend to form mutually-supportive social groups at the
community level, and one set apart from the often-absent younger males.
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3.4.2. Othe r speech groups
Older women, whether working class or middle class, having raised their
families, and having time, add itional income, and children living either elsewhere in
Canada or the United States, have travelled considerably more than their younger
counterpa rts. It should not be surprising that older women are among the most
standard speakers in the community. However, older working class females are
substantially more non-standar d than older middle class females for the [a r ] variant
of (AY), the lrlvariant of (THETA), the [d] variant of (ETH ), and (T) variant [d].
This group is a little more non-standard for the raised [I ) variant of (E) as well as
for (arC) variant [I\ (:)r ]. The use of the NS [cr ] variant of (AY) does mark the
older working class female speech group, which uses [:n] 33 0/0 of the time. This
feature is not much used by anyot her speech group, and is not at all used by middle
class women. Working class female affiliation is also marked by usage of the [e r ]
variant of (OY).
Middle class speakers use standard and nearly standard va-unts more on the
whole than do their working class counterparts. As we have already stated, SEC is
the most significant social variable affecting the selection of linguistic features in the
Burin region. Middle class speakers are best characterized by their marc frequent
selection of standard linguistic featu res. They are also characterized by their more
frequent use of the [to] variant of (THETA). They use the lowered lel variant of
( I) slightly more than other speech groups; the suggestion is that this NS variant is
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not highly stigmatized, We no te here that the young male middle class speech group
does not follow this pattern, and this will he commented on below.
Older working class males, being part of male, working class groups
compr ising men from other Newfoundland regions. the eastern seaboa rd. Nova
Scotia, and the United States (through employment on American buses) seem 10
have made linguistic compromi ses. often involving the more stigmatized NS vocalic
features (with the exception of the NS vocalic feature [arlowhich is used most hy
older males). The older male residents of the Burin region tend to use fewer NS
vocalic feature s which typify the Burin regional vernacular (e.g. the NS (:II] variant
of (AV)), and more of the NS variants which are typically used hy lower
socioeconomic groups, regard less of location within Newfoundland (e.g. stop
pronunciat ions of (THETA) and (ETH)). It seems likely that these older working
class males would have experienced social pressure disfavouring marked, local NS
features such as the rounded [c r ] variant of (A V), and favouring (more significantly)
NS features which tend to mark the Newfoundland working class, as well as the male
gender. Male solidarity is, and tradit ionally bas been, important in Burin, us in other
rural Newfoundland communities, where the men are both frequently absent and
often exclusively in the company of other males. Thus widespread NS English
features such as the [I] variant of (THETA) and the [d] of (ETH) mark older
working class males of the Burin region to a greate r extent than do NS vocalic
regional features.
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Younger working class Burin males are relatively NS speakers overall,
although thei r speech is not specifically marked by any particular non-standard
features. On the whole they are less travelled and less sophisticated than their older
counterpa rts. They use the [t::l(:)o) variant of (UW), and they are among the most
frequent users of the NS [I] pronunciation of (E). They frequently use the
monophthonga l [a(:)] variant of (AW), and they are the only young male speakers
using the fronted [1<0] variant . They tend to favour the raised [e r ] variant of vocalic
variable (AY). Similarly, they favour the' compromise' [A(:)r} variant of variable
(orC). Young working class males are frequent users of the popular working class
stop pronunciations of (THETA) and (Ern); these are the most significant working
class markers, as Tables 3.15 and 3.16 clearly indicate. For this group, also, male
solidarity is importa nt; NS (ETH) variant [dJ also marks male gender affiliation.
In summary, in the Burin region middle classspeakers arc more standard than
working class speakers overall. For o lder speakers the differences are not as great.
With the exception of young middle class women, younger speakers are less standard
than their older counterparts. These findings ate not surprising. OUt older middle
class Burin region subjects are more educated than their working class counterparts,
who were traditionally set apart because of occupation and values. However, both
working and middle class older residents are economically secure; the older working
class did well in the post-war economic boom, and the social d istance between the
classes diminished somewhat. Younger middle class informants are slightly more
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educated, more economically secure, and more upwardly mobile than their working
class peers, and the social distance between these groups seems to he greate r.
The pattern for gender is more complex: working Chl SS women lire less
standard overall than their male counterpa rts, and middle class women are more
standa rd (specifically, for variables (E) , (U)) , (AY) and (OY»). We note that
younger middle class males do selectively express solida rity with thei r working class
counterparts (we have already observed that they par ticipate with the ir working cl:ISS
pee rs in such essentially male activities as sports, hunting and fishing). Meanwhile,
younger working class females, relatively isolated, and characterized by frequen t usc
of a wider range of NS features, form a group quite distinct from oath younger
working class males and younger middle class women, being at the same time less
standa rd speakers than are their older working class counterpa rts.
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4 . 1 ~
William Labov initiated a procedu re for quant itative analysis of stylistic
variation ; the axiom underl ying this procedure is that "styles can be arr anged along
a single dimension, measu red by the amount of attention paid to speech " (Labov
1972b:20fl). In ot her words.m e underl ying assumption is that in casual speech least
attention is pa id to the speech ac t, and that along the continuum the speak er's
conscio usness of the speech act incr eases. More forma l speech is characterized by
increased usage of standard variants. Styles theoret ically increase in degree of
formality, as follows: i) Casual Style (free speech between individuals known to each
other, presumably under relaxed circumstances), which should elicit the most
vernacula r varian ts; Formal Conversa tiona l Style (interview style speech elicited
durin g conversation with an interviewe r, involving answers to questions), which
theoretically elicits relaxed speech, but with more atte ntion paid to the speech act;
iii) Reading Passage Style, in which a passage containing the features being analyzed
is read by the informant ; iv) Word List Style, in which the informant reads a list of
individual lexical items containing tlie feature s being ana lyzed; v) Minimal Pairs
Style, where the informant reads pai rs of words in which paired items are
"homophonous in the vernacu lar system" (Milroy 1987:174).
Modified versions of this basic research model are still widely used. Many
sociolinguists, however (a mong them Hymes 1974; Milroy 1987), have criticized the
bnslc premises under lying the resea rch model. Milroy (1987:176) does not feel that
style shifting necessarily relates to attention to speech "along a linea r continuum
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towards a single norm," She feels tha t speaker strategies are not :IS uniform :IS the
Labovian framework implies. and that other factors could equally account for style
shifts. She cites her own research in Belfast. where int raspeuker variation docs run
always patt ern acco rding to the Labovian pred iction. with respect 10 specific NS
features. Indeed. for some speakers NS featu res occurr ed increasingly often in the
more' formal ' styles than in the more casual styles, contrary 10 expectat ion: thus
some of her informants failed to make distinctions in Minimal Pairs tha t occurred in
the informal style. Milroy feels that factors other tha n "amount of atte ntion paid to
speech" (Milroy 1987:173) could better explain variation; among these are low-level
spelling rules. Bell (1984:197) feels that "at alllevels of language variability people
are respondi ng primarily to other people "; the critical variable in this type of analysis
would be audience design rather than atte ntion to speech, and the vernacula r would
be as self-consciously produced as the more formal speech styles. For Hymes ( 1974)
stylistic choice is determined by situational factors such as whether one is engaged
in informal conversatio n with peers. conversation with an employer. etc. However.
the Labovian resea rch framework does offe r certai n advantages. Style shifting can
be analyzed with less overall data and within a much shorter time frame than in
some of the other approaches . Style shifting remains an observable. measurable
phe nomenon, and the inevitable inad equacies of the basic premise can always be
controlled for in the final interpreta tion of results through qualification and/or
explanation of anomalies.
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For the sociolinguistic survey of the Burin region, a modified Labovlan
framework was used to elicit stylistic variation, as the study was conducted within a
relatively short period of lime, Only three styles were investigated: Casual (In formal)
Style, Word List Style, and Minimal Pairs Style. An individual residing outs ide the
community was used to collect Word List and Minimal Pairs dat a. A Reading
Passage ccruaining relevant teatures was not assigned since the processing tha t occurs
when reudlng in context is unique; such reading is not a • speech act ' legitimately
compar able with reading words in isolation, and has yielded some anom alous results
in the sociolinguistic literature (Milroy 1987:173).
4.2. Stylistic Vnriation
Our survey of the Burin region indicates interest ing stylistic stratificat ion
pattern s for some of the features surveyed, The speakers in the sample style shift,
across a continuum of speakingstyles ranging from formal to informal, indicating that
speakers include S, intermedia te and NS variant s in their overall speech reper toire .
The S variants of variables having more than one NS1 variant (variables
(AW), (AY), (OY), (orC), (THETA ), (ETH), (T) ) have been included in this survey
in order to clarify patterns for those varia nts not tradition ally defined as S. As Table
4,1 indicates, the S variant (the first listed for the seven featur es just noted ), was in
most cases used least in the informal style by the twenty-four speakers surveyed, and
increa singly in the more formal styles (Word List, and Minimal Pai rs). We note
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Table 4,1
STYLISTI C STRATIF ICATION · MEAN USAGE PER CONTEXTUAL
STYLE
Linguistic Feature Informal Style Wnrd List Style Minimul
PairsSrvle
I , 0.5 ns 4.:\
E r 12.9 5.6 3,4
UW t:t:O 64.3 4R,ll 69,0
I (AW) Il aul 22.6 41.2 NA
au 33 .8 55.7 NA
'0 4.9 1.2 NA
a(, ll 3R.2 I.' NA
AY ar ' 2.R 55.2 54,1
a ' 60.1 42.0 XU
or (i.R 2.5 12.4
OY o r 24.2 41).3 57.2
a, 70.5 47.2 40.5
ar 5.3 3.3 2.0
I (mC) o:r 55.2 SI.3 91.0
A(:'r 20.3 33.1 1(9
ar 23.9 15.3 o.n
THET A e 22.5 54.5 4(i,1
I he I 9 17.3 210
t 63 .2 27. 1 32.9
ETH e 22., 69.2 76.9
lId' ] 18.9 11.7 5.9
l nn 58.3 19.2 17.1
1m l it 33.3 39.0 NA
d 53.3 29.9 NA
t 2.9 R.3 NA
, 10.3 23.9 NA
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to say what may have caused greate r production of NS var iants of vurfnblcs (I),
(UW) and (AY) in Minimal Pairs Style than in Word List Style. Tokens do seem
comparable for both instrume nts, with respect 10 following environments . However,
only two tokens occur for the variable (AY) in Minimal Pair s. covering only two
environments: word final, and (AY) preceding lateral / 1/ 4,
Table 4.3
TOTAL NUMBER OF VARIABLE TOKENS I'ER STYI.E
Linguistic Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Variabl es Style Style
(1) lIIS 224 INS
(E) 994 268 IH2
(UW) 487 206 96
(AW) 555 164 NA
(AY) 645 229 44
(OY ) 97 115 45
(orC) 219 140 113
(THE TA) 490 220 69
(ETH) 881 260 us
(Tl 212 117 NA
One should consider also, when examining the patterns of stylistic variation,
all limita tion s impose d by the bas ic research tools used in this survey , Fea tures
generally occu r less oflen in Word List Style and Minima l Pairs Style than in
Informal Style. and (AW) and (T) variable tokens do not occ ur a t all in Minima l
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here, however, certai n anomalies: the S [a r ] variant of (AY), as well as the S
Cfl-IETA) variant [El], was used less in the more formal Minimal Pairs Style overall
than in Word List Style; a lso, the [EI variant of (I ), the (l::l(:)ul varian t (UW), (AY)
variant [:H J, and the [t] veri...it of (THETA) occur more frequently overa ll in the
more formal Minimal Pairs Style than in Word List Style.
Table 4.2
AVERACENUMBER OF VARIABLE TOKENS PER STYLE2
Linguistic Variab les Informal Style Word List Style Minimal Pairs
Style
(I ) 46 9 8
(E) 40 11 7
(UW) 20 8 4
(AW) 23 7 NA
(A Y) 27 9 2
( OY) 4 5 2
(ar C) 9 6 5
(T HETA ) 20 10 3
(ETH) 37 11 5
(T) 9 5 NA
These findings can perhaps partially be accounted for by the fact that the
tokens for these varian ts were nOI fully comparab le across the Word List and the
Minimul Pairs: for example Word List style contain s three times as many (THETA)
toke ns us does Minimal Pairs style} (see Tables 4.2 and 4.3). It is o therwise difficult
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Pairs Style. Some fea tures do not occur very often in everyda y speech (for example.
the (OY) variants occur re lat ively infrequently in the dialects of English).
4.2,2. Overall stylistjc ~ traljfi c,,!i!ln
Results for this section are based on mean percen tages of occurrence of
variants . The lel variant of (I), the [ell} var iant of (AW), and (OY ) variant [;111
exhibit very little usage diffe rence across styles; these featu res occur quite
Infrequently, and say very litt le about Burin region spea kers. The (t1(:)uj varian t uf
(UW), (AW) variant s [au ], [en ], and [a(:)], (AY) variants [ar] and {all, (OY)
va riants [or] and [e r ], the [[)(;)rJ variant of (orC), (THETA) variants (El] and [I],
(ETH) variant s [ ~ J and [d], and (T) variants [tl. [d). and [1] exhibited considerable
stylistic stra tification. Such stratificat ion was less appa rent fo r the [az ] variant of (E),
the [c r ] var iant of (AY) , (orC) var iants {A(:)r] and [ar], the affricated [te ] and [db]
variants of (THETA) and (ETH) respectively, and the It] var iant of (T).
Strat ification patterns for these variants reflect the formality of speech, some with
qualification.
4.2.2.1. Features exh jbjting minjma! Stylistic stTil1jfjcaljQn
The S varian t of (I ) is used almost all the time in all styles in the Aurin
region. The [£J varian t of (I) is used only 0.5% of the time overall in Informal and
Wo rd List styles, and 4.3% of the lime in Minimal Pairs Style (see Table 4.1).
Althou gh [e ] is used more often in Minimal Pairs Style than in Word List Style,
contrary to expectatio n, the difference of mean usage between the two more formal
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styles is very slight (3.8% ). Overall, stratification for the NS variant of variable (I)
is limited, and of small importance, given the overwhelming preference among Burin
region spea kers for the S vari ant.
TIle raised NS lrl variant of (E), like NS (I) variant [E], is infrequently used,
and fails to indicate or mark Burin region speakers, who overwhelm ingly prefer the
S variant or vartable (E). Fo r this featur e, use does reflec t formality of speech, The
[r ] variant of (E) is used 12.9% of the time in Informal speech, 5.6% of the time in
Word List Style, and 3.4% of the time in Minimal Pairs Style.
The fronted fE uJvariant of (AW) displays onJy a limited amou nt of stylistic
stra tifica tion across styles. As Table 4.1 indicate s, th is feature occurs infrequen tly,
overa ll, but it is used slightly more in Informal Style (4.9%) than in the more formal
Word List Style (1.2% of the time). (There are no Minima l Pairs tokens for this
variable] , The NS [ar ] variant of (OY), another feature rare ly used overall, occurs
only slightly more frequently in Informal Style (5.3% of the time) than in the more
formal styles (in Word List Style 3.30/0 of the time, and 2.0% of the time in Minimal
Pairs Style).
The suggestion is tha t, even in informal speech, Burin region speakers
infrequently use the [r] varian t of (I), the (EUJ variant of (AW), and (OY) variant
[nr ]. Stylistic stra tification is minimal, although [EU], as well as NS [ar ], are to a
very limited degree favoured in informal style,
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4.2.2.2• .ttD..u!.Ies e.sbjhjt;ng a gre 'ller decree of styli<;t jc str iltification
The NS fronted [tl( :)tl) variant of (UW) exhibits an unusual pattern with
respect to style shifting: [t1(:)u ] is used considerably less in Word List than in
Minimal Pairs Style (for discussion of this phenomenon sec section 4.::U.), This
feature is used most (69.0% of the time) in Minimal Pairs Style. an unusual slyli.~ Iit'
pattern. (The feature occurs 64.3% of the time in Informal Style, and 48.11% uf the
time in Word List Style - see Ta ble 4.1). Just why this atypical style shift llccllr.~ is
difficult to explain. We note that pre-l environments occur in Minimal Pairs. but not
in the Word L ist; it may be that the fronted variants arc either phouclog lcnlly or
lexically conditioned (e.g. thc lexical item~). It would seem that this particular
NS featu re functions as a social indicator in the Burin region. The stratification
pattern suggests that the [tt(:)o ) variant of (UW) is not a stigmatized feature .
[au}, a S variant of the variable (AW), is used 18.8% more by Burin region
speake rs in the more formal Word List Style than in the Informal Style (sec Tahle
4.1). This table also indicates that (AW) variant lao ) (the S variant in Canndiun
English in pre-volceless-obstruem position; see. for example, de Wolf 1993:273) is
used 21.9% more often overall in the Word List Style than in the informal style. The
suggestion is that the (au ) varia nt of (AW) carries as much status as its {nUl
counterpart, We note here that the [a u] variant under discussion is not the true
equivalent of Canadian raised [e u], as raising of the initial element does not occur
exclusively before voiceless consonants (see Chapter 5). [a(:)], the relatively popula r
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monophthongal (AW) variant, is subject to style switching in the expected direction.
It occurs only 1.6% of the lime overall in Word List style. yet 38.2% of the time
overall in the Informal Style. (As previously indicated, (AW) variables do not occur
in Minimal Pairs Style).
The [ar ] variant of (AY) displays the stylistic profile of a pres tige variant: it
is used 32.8% of the time in Infor mal Style, 55.2% of the time in the more formal
Word List Style, and 54.1% of the time in the most formal Minimal Pairs Style.
Thus this feature is used much more in formal speech in the Burin region than in
informal speech. On the contrary , the raised [e r] variant of (AY) is used 60.1% of
the time in Informal Style, and only 42.0% and 33.3% of Ihe time res pectively in the
more formal Word List and Minimal Pairs styles. (AY) variant [ :I:I l. a NS feature
infrequently used in the Bur in region overall, is used, quite atypically, nearly twice
as much in the most formal Minimal Pairs Style. compared with the Informal Style
(6.8% in Informal Style, 12.4% Minimal Pairs Style). In Wa rd List Style (2.5%) this
feature occu rs less often than in Informal Style.
The contradictory results for the [or ] variant of (AY) in each of the formal
speech styles (in relation to the informal style) cannot be ignored. We duly note that
only two (AY) tokens occur in Minimal Pairs, and that the..lliJ/~ toke n was not
always recognized by informants in the Burin region sample. Thus a single ~/M
token ofte n accounts for 100% occurrence of specific variants ofva rlable (AY), a fact
perhaps rendering results tor Minimal Pairs Style less valid. Overa ll, however, our
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(AY) stylistic stratification patterns indicate that Burin region speakers usc the
lowered [ar j-Iikevariant more often in their more formal speech, nnd raised, possibly
rounded variants more often in their informal speech.
The style usage patterns for (OY) variants are similar to those displayed hy
the variable (AV). Again, style distinctions reflecting the degree of formalilYof
speech are maintained, especially for the S [ox] variant of (OY), and the popular
' compromise ' (OY) variant [a IJ. A~ Table 4.1 indicates, S [OI ] is used 24.2ll/1l of
the time in Informal Style, compared with 49.3% and 57.2% usage in the more
formal Word List and Minimal Pairs styles respectively. The [e r ] variunt of (OY)
occurs 70.5% ot the time in Informal Style, 47.2% of the time in the more fnrmnl
Word List Style, and in Minimal Pairs Style, 40.5% of the time. The infrequently-
used NS (OY) variant [a I J has alrea dy been discussed (see section 4.2.2.1.). Ag'lin
we note that the existence of less than two to kens for a variant may result in skewed
individual informant results.
Overall, stylistic patte rns for the variants of variable (orC) are interesting.
Th e [o(:)r] variant of (arC) is used 55.5% of the time in Informal Style, ~ lightly less
often in the more formal Word List Style (51.3%), and 91.0% of the rime in the most
formal Minimal Pairs Style. The central, unrounded •compromise • (arC) vnriunt
[i\ (:)r] occurs 20.3% of the time in Informal Style, 33.3% of the time in the more
formal Word List Style, and only8.9% of the time in the most formal Minimal Pairs
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Style. We duly note the overwhe lming popularity of the most S [::J(:)r] variant in the
mos t formal style.
The suggestion is that both the [:l(:)r] and [A(:)r J varia nts of variable (o rC)
arc , for Burin region speake rs. accepted S variants; that these variants overlap (in
that they are interchangeably used as S features ) seems to account for the see mingly
co nt radictory results for the [A(:)rJ Word List and Minimal Pairs styles. Th at Is, the
increase in usage of (o rC) variant [A(:)rJ in Wo rd List Style see ms to comp ensate for
u slight decrease in this style in the use of the most S [:>(:)rJ variant, when compared
with usage in Informal Style. Overa ll results for (orC) variants [:.(:)r ] and [A(:)rJ,
thus considered . balance. and stand in marked contrast with the obviously NS [ar]
pronunciation. For this last feat ure, style shift ing corre lates directly with perceived
formal ity of speech, with grea test use of the varia nt occur ring in Informal Style. and
least use in Minimal Pairs Style (see Table 4.1). Overall results are the converse of
thos e for variants [:>(:)r] and [A(:)r]. a fact whic h seems to confirm our assumpt ion
tha t both variant [:>( :)r) and ' compromise ' variant [A(:)rJ a re both accepte d as S
varia nts of variable (a rC).
The S [0J variant of (mETA) and the •compromise " varia nt [teJ are each
used more overall in the more formal styles tha n in Infor mal Style. (0) is the more
popular of the two. but both variant s appear to be treat ed as standa rd by Burin
reg ion spea kers. Th e Ielvariant of ('UlETA) occurs 22.5% of the time in the
Informal Style. and 54.5% and 46.1% of the time in Word List and Minimal Pairs
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styles respectively (see Table 4.1). We note that Burin region speakers use more of
this variant in Word List Style than in Minimal Pairs: yet, once again, this may he
partia lly clarified in terms of the corresponding increase of use of [te] from Word
List Style (17.3%) to Minimal Pairs (21.0%). [I], the only truly NS variant of
(1r1ETA), is widely used in Informal Style (63.2% mean usage overall ); its decrease
in use in the more formal styles is dramatic (36.1% difference of mean usage
between Informal and Word List styles).s
Overall. the S [b] variant of (E'nI) is used significantly more in the formal
styles than in Informal Style (22.6% mean usage in Informal Style. 69.2% mean usage
in Word List Style, and 76.9% mean usage in Minimal Pairs Style - see Table 4.t ).
The [db] variant occurs fairly infrequ ently, and unlike its voiceless (TH ETA)
counterpart it0], patter ns like a NS var iant, decreas ing in overa ll use from U1.9% in
Informal Style to t1.7 % (Word List Style) and 5.9% (Minimal Pairs Style) . NS Ill)
is by far the most popular casual style (ETH) variant; it is used 58.3% of the time
in Informa l Style, yet its use decreases to 19.2% in Word List Style and 17.1% in
Minimal Pairs Style. In our survey. usage patterns for the (ETH) variants clearly
reflect perceived formality of speech, with Burin region speake rs using the S variant
more in the more formal styles, and the vernacular variants more in Informal Style.
Tokens for the variants of variab le (T) occur only in Informal Style and Word
List Style. Table 4.1 shows that S var iant It) occurs 33.3% of the time in Informal
Style, and in Word List Style somewhat more frequent ly (39.0%). [d], the most
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popul ar (T) variant, occurs 53.3% of the time in Info rma l Style, and 29.9% of the
time in Word List Style. f~ is infrequently used , and appears not to be a stigm atized
va riant ; indeed, it patt erns qu ite like a S feature, occu rring 2.9% of the time in
loformal Style, a nd 8.3% of the time in Word List Style. Resu lts a re similar in other
Newfoundland communities in which this variant was investigated (see Clar ke 1990:3-
6). [1 J patterns like a S varian t, being used by Burin region speake rs 10.3% of the
time in Informal Style, and 23.9% of the time in Word List Style. It would seem that
our speech samp le perceives only one (T) varian t (ldl) as stigmatized.
4.3. Stylistic Variatjon _Grollp Patterns
In the previous section we examined overall stylistic stra tification patterns for
the variables surveyed in the Burin region. In this sectio n we will examine this
variation in detail, with reference to socia l groups. The focus will be how these
groups diffe rentially utilize Sand NS featu res, and what this differentiation implies .
We shall also consider the role individua l features assume in the speech of the Burin
region.
4.3.1. lO · style switching by group
As previously noted, the lowered {Ii Jva riant of (I ) is infrequently used; in fact,
it is not used at all by the older wome n or younge r middle class me n of the sample,
and ba rely by the younger middle class women (see Ta ble 4.4). It is notably present
in the more forma l styles of younger working class men and women , and to a lesser
exten t of older working class males . It is not at all obvious why this pattern occurs.
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The sugges tion is that to a limited extent (given infrequent overall usage) the [e]
variant of (I) indicates youngworking classaffiliation in the Burin speech community.
Table 4.4
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
TIlE [E] VARIANT OF (I)
Social Group Informal Style Word list Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WC55 . 0.0 0.0 4.2
F·WC55 + 0.0 0.0 0.0
M-WC25 -35 0.0 4.2 13.8
F-WC 25·35 2.0 0.0 16,6
M·MC 55 + 1.6 0.0 ~.'!.-
F·MC 55+ 0.0 0.0 0.0
M·MC 25·35 0.0 0.0 0.0
F· MC 25·35 0.6 0.0 0.0
This is partially confinned by SPSS analysis of Minimal Pairs Style, where
there is a nearly significant SEC/Age interact ion in Informal Style (see Tab le 3.3).
While no significant results emerge for Word u st Style, there is a nearly significant
Gender/A ge interaction in Informal Style (p=.08 S) for the IEI variant of (I).
4.3 .2. 'E) . style swjt<;b jng by group
As Table 4.5 indicates, the raised [I ] varia nt of (E) is used primarily in
Informal Style by younger working class women, and by younger males of both
classes. Ol der working class women use this variant more than do their working class
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male counterparts in all styles. Like younger working class men, older working class
women use this variant about equ ally in Informal and Word List styles, but less in
Minimal Pairs Style. This NS featur e is used primarily by all working class groups,
as well as by younger middle class males, who very often pattern with the working
class in feature usage. Overall stratification according to style is sufficient among
young working class speech groups to suggest that (E) variant [r ] is part icularly a
young working class male marker. However, among the older working class the [r]
variant of (E) is more closely associated with the female gender .
SPSS analysis reveals a nea rly significant Gende r/SEC main effect for the [r ]
variant of (E) in Informal Style (as Table 3.1 indicates), a significant SEC main effect
(p< .Ol, F=10.18, df= 1/16 ), and a significant Age main effect (p = .OOO, F =19.05,
df = 1/ 16). A significant Gender /SEC/Age interaction is indicated in Minimal Pairs
Style (p < .05, F =4.65, df= 1/16), the result of the high use of this featu re by younger
working class males. In Word List Style, the interaction of Gender/SEC also proved
significant (p <.05, F=5.ll, df=1 / 16).
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Table 4.5
MEA1'1lUSAGE PE R SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
lllE [' 1VARlANTOF (E )
Social Gr oup Informal Style Word Ust Minimal Pai rs
Style Slyle
M-WC 55 + 6.0 3.0 0.0
F·WC SS+ 133 14.8 5.6
M-WC25-35 25.0 25.0 18.8
F·W C 25-35 30.3 0.0 0.0
M-MC55+ 1.6 0.0 0.0
F-MC55+ 0.0 2.6 0.0
M-MC 25-35 20.6 0.0 4.2
F-MC 25-35 7.0 0.0 0.0
4.3.3. ClJOO - Style swjtch jn.. by grOllp
All social groups except younger middle class women considerably decrease
usage of the [tt{:)oJ variant of (UW) in the more formal Word U st Style. compa red
with Inform al Style. However, a disturbing pattern emerges for the most furmal
Minimal Pa in style: except for older middle class fema les, fron ted (t1(:)u] usage in
fact increases, comp ared with ot her styles. This invers e pa ttern was discussed in
Section 4.2.2 2. One notes the popularity of the (t1(:) tl) variant of (UW) with all
speaker groups , and the fact that this feature is used ra ther extensively in all Myles.
However, in all styles this feature is associate d more with working class groups, a.~
well as with younger speakers. The suggestion is that ltl(:)oJ is a working class
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mar ker, and tha t among middle class speakers it is par ticularly associated with young
males.
Table 4.6
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
THE [tt(:)O) VARIANT OF (UW)
Socia l Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M·WC55+ 55.2 38.6 63.3
F·WC 55 + 83.6 65.8 100.0
M-WC25-35 86.6 713 91.6
F-WC 25-35 88.2 54.6 100.0
M-MC55+ 38.6 22.5 41.6
F·MC 55+ 37.3 24.0 25.0
M-MC25-35 80.6 41.1 83.3
F-MC 25-35 42.0 50.0 50.0
SPSS ana lysis reveals a near ly significant Gende r/SEC inte raction for the
{tt(:)O} varian t of (UW) in Informal Style (see Tab le 3.5), as well as a nearly
significant Gende r/Age interaction. A significant SEC main effect is indicated in
Word List Style (p< .OS,F=6.66 , df-l/16), as well as a nearly significant Age main
effect (p =.08 4). Here, the fronted varia nt is clearly associated with working class
and with younger subjects. In Minima l Pairs Style a significant Gender/SEC
interaction is indicated (p<.OS, F=S.66 , df= 1/ 16) ; middle class females, with a mean
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use of 37.5%, differ significantly from working class females, who use (t1(:)u j
categorically in this style.
4.3.4. fA W) • style switchjng hy grow
There are four variants of the (AW) variable: S [au], raised [eo], fronted [eu ],
and monopht hongal [a(:)]. The questionnaire did nol elicit tokens for the (AW)
variable in the most formal Minimal Pairs Style.
S (AW) variant [au] is used by all speake r groups, and, as Table 4.7 shows,
all groups except younger working class females and older working class mules usc
this feature more in the more formal Word List Style than in Informal Style, We
duly note thai these two groups prefer the raised (a u] variant of (AW) in Word List
Style (see Table 4.8). Both variants [au] and [eu ] seem to function as S variants for
Burin region speakers. Given the fact that all speaker groups use tlte low central
tao] variant of (AW), with most groups appropriate ly style switching according to the
formality of the speech act, one cannot conclude that [au] serves to mark any
parti cular speech group; however, among women, usage of the lao) variant of (AW)
in Word List Style chara cterizes older spea kers (65.8 O· F mean usage; 19.9 Y-F
mean usage),
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Table 4.7
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP P ER STYLE
THE [aoJ VARIANT O F (AW)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WC 55+ 21.5 13.0 NA
F-WC55+ 4.8 40.0 NA
M·WC 25-35 11.3 22.0 NA
F~WC 25-35 15.0 14.5 NA
M-MC55+ 41.3 73.1 NA
F·MC 55+ 42.6 91.6 NA
M-MC25-35 24.3 50.0 NA
F-MC 25-35 20.0 25.4 NA
SPSS analysis confirms a nearly significant SEC/Age interaction for the lao]
varian t of (AW) in Informal Style (p = .061). A nea rly significant Gender/Age
interaction is indicated in Word List Style (p= .OSO).
As we have already state d, all speech groups seem to perceive the raised [eo]
variant of (AW) as no n-stigmatized. All groups, with the exception of older middle
class me n and wome n (for whom th is feature seems to constitu te the dominant
Informal Style variant), use this featu re more in the more formal Word List Style.
It is interesting to note that in Word List Style [eo] usage (29.5 O·F mean usage;
80.0 Y-F mean usage) characte rizes younger fema les ([a u] usage being charact eristic
of older women in the more formal Word List Style).
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Table 4.8
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
THE [e oJ VARIANT OF (AWl
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M·WC 55+ 38,3 87.0 NA
F-WC 55+ 38.6 50.8 NA
M·WC25·35 35,6 67.6 NA
F·WC25·35 29,0 85.5 NA
M·MC 55+ 29.0 22,2 NA
F-Me 55+ 38,3 8,3 NA
M·MC25-35 29,6 50,0 NA
F·MC 25-35 33.3 74,5 NA
SPSS ana lysis reveals neither significant interactions nor main effects in
Informal Style for the [eo] variant of (AW). A significant Gende r/Age interaction
is indicated in Word U st Style (p<.05, F "'5,42, df",1/ 16), as well as a nearly
significant SEC/Age interaction (p==.066), no doub t resulting from the [ow use of
[en] by older middle class speakers.
The fronted [EO] variant of (AW) is infrequently used overall. The only
speech groups select ing this variant at all (see Table 4.9) are older working class
females, younger working class males and females, and, surprisingly, young middle
class females. All three younger groups use this NS feature more in Informal Style;
this distribution suggests the feature marks younger spea kers in the Burin region.
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This leads us to specula te whether (AW)·front ing in the Burin region is in any way
refuted to the fronting trend found among younger urb an mainland Canadian
speakers (on the latter , see Hung, Davison and Chambers 1993:249).
Table 4.9
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
THE [. oj VARIANTOF (AW)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M·WC : 5+ 0.0 0.0 NA
F-WC55+ 0.0 4.6 NA
M-WC25 -35 12.0 5.6 NA
F-WC25 -35 12.0 0.0 NA
M-MC55+ 0.0 0.0 NA
F·MC55+ 0.0 0.0 NA
M-MC 25-35 0.0 0.0 NA
F-MC 25-35 15.6 0.0 NA
SPSS analysis reveals a significant Age main effect for the (EO] variant of
(AW) in Informal Style (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4.). Neither significant
interacnons nor main effects are indicated in Word List Style.
The monophthon gal [a(:)] variant of (AW) is relatively popular in Informal
Style (see Table 4.10). Variation is clearly determined by formality of the speech act
by all speech groups; indeed, only three groups (older working class females, younger
working class males and older middle class males) use this feature - albeit minimally
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- in Word List Style. In Informal style. this featu re is part icularly associated with
younger middle class males. and all working class groups. Among middle class
speakers. younger males and females both use rhis feature considerably more than
do their older counte rparts. Th e suggestion is that use of the Ia(:)} variant of (AW).
among middle class Burin region residents. pa rticularly marks younger speakers.
Tab le 4.10
MEAN USAGE PER SO CIAL GROUP PE R STYLE
THE [a(,)] VARIANT OF (AW)
Social Group Informal Style WordLisl Minimal Pain.
Style Style
M-WC 5S+ 40.1 0.0 NA
F-WC55 + 56.5 ' .2 NA
M-WC 25·35 41.0 ' .6 NA
F-WC 25-35 44,0 0.0 NA
M-MC55+ 29.6 '.6 NA
F-MC 55+ 19.0 0.0 NA
M-MC 25-35 46.2 0.0 NA
F-MC 25-35 31.6 0.0 NA
SPSS ana lysis reveals a significant G ender/S EC interacti on for the f.a(:)!
variant of (AW) in Informal style (as seen in Table 3.9); whereas the fea ture is used
ma rc among working class spea kers by fema les, among middle class speakers it is
associat ed more with men than women. As Ta ble 3.8 indicated . in Informa l Style
there is also a near ly significan t SEC/Age interaction. resulting from the relatively
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low use of monophthongal (a(: >]on the part of older middle class spea kers. Neither
significant interactions nor main effects are indicated in Word list Style.
4.3.5. rAy ) - MY"; switching by gmyp
The overall usage patt ern for the three (AY) var iants ([ul. raised variant
[e r ], and NS rounded variant [:»% 1)varies according to social grou p. Gene rally, use
of the low cen tra l (AY) variant [ax ) increases in the more formal styles. Th e raised
cent ral [e r ] variant of (AY ) seems to be perceived by some Burin region speakers
Table 4.11
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER S1YLE
THE [atl VARIANT OF (AY)
Social Group Informal Style Word Ust Minima l Pairs
Style Style
M-WC 55+ 30.0 43.3 16.6
F·WC55+ \8.6 35.6 16.6
M-WC25-35 22.0 40.6 50.0
F-WC 25-35 30.3 62.3 66.6
M-MCSS+ 44.7 60.0 50.0
F·MC 5S+ 59.6 86.6 100.0
M·MC 25-35 17.3 46.6 66.6
F-MC 25·35 40.3 66.6 66.6
as somewhat standa rd. and its stylistic str atificat ion patt erns vary accordingly. The
(AY) variant [e r ] is infrequently used overall. Two spee ch groups use this NS
feature more in formal speech . quite contrary to expec tation .
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In Word List Style use of the [ar] var iant of (AY) increases considerably for
all groups. However, unlike the othe r groups examined, older working class men and
women use this feat ure much less in the most formal Minimal Pairs Style (see Tuhlc
4.11) tha n in Word List Style. We note here that our older working classgroups
favour raised (AY ) variant [a z] in Minimal Pairs Style (see Ta ble 4.12). For older
working class speakers. then , both [311and [e r J function as non -stigma tized variants
of variable (AY). Although [ar ] is used by all speech groups. it is used more by
middle class speake rs in the Burin region. However, wide usage ove rall precludes
any suggestion that (AY) var iant [ax] mark s anyspecific group in the Burin region.
SPSSanalysis revealsa near ly significant Gende r/SEC interact ion 1m the [nr I
variant of (AY) in Inform al Style (p:: .091). A significant SEC main effect is
indicated in Wor d List Style (p<.05, f::4 .74, df::l/16) (the working class mean of
45.4 contrasting sharply with the middle class mean of 64.9). Neither significant
interactions nor main effec ts are ind icated in Minimal Pairs Style.
Mea nwhile middle class group s, as well as younger working class groups, seem
to perceive the raised centr al [e r ] variant of (AY) as stigmatized , and use it
conside rably less in more Cormal speech (see Table 4.12). Thus the stratification
pattern for this feature is the expected one, with the major ity of Burin region
speakers using the intermediate (AY) variant more in Informal Style, and
decreasingly in Word List and Minimal Pairs styles respectively. The [e r ] variant of
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(A Y) is used fairly extensively, but considerably more by males overall, as well as by
working class speakers.
SPSS analysis reveals a significant Ge nder main effect for the [e x] varia nt of
(AY) in Informal Style (as seen in section 3.2.5). Gender also proves nearly
significant in Word List Style (p =.090). SEC is significant for [e i l (p< .OI, F= 10.80.
df= 1/16) in Minimal Pairs Style, and approaches significance in Word List Style
(p·.078).
Table 4.12
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
TIlE [a I] VARIANT OF (AY)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M~WC 55 + 56.6 49.6 83.3
F-WC 55+ 48.0 57.3 66.6
M-WC 25-35 71.6 s n.3 50.0
F-WC 25~3S 68.5 34.0 33.3
M·MC 5S+ 55.2 36.6 16.6
F-MC 55+ 40.3 13.3 0.0
M-MC2 5-35 82.6 53.3 16.6
F-MC 25-35 58.8 33.3 0.0
The apparent ly stigmatized [a z] variant of (AY) is infreque ntly used overall
in the Burin region. Its stylistic stra tification pattern is interesting, if not easily
explained. As Table 4.13 indicates, both older and younger working class males
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follow the expected pattern, using [c r ] most in Informal Style. and decreasing U~l!:C
respectively in Word Ust Style and Minimal Patrs Style. On tile comrury,
unexpectedly high use of this variant occu rs in Minimal Pairs Style among three of
the four middle class groups, and to a lesser extent, among older worktng c1a.u
female s. Ind eed. with the exception of younger midd le class females and older
middle class males. middle class speakers use this feature only in the very form"l
Minimal Pairs Style. Such results are quite unexpected in formal speech for a
featu re usua lly considered NS. Phonological cond itioning does not seem 10 account
for this anomal ous behaviour: none of the three Minimal Pairs (AY) tokens (di.e.•.1k.
and..aim) evidence a preceding labial (which might promote roundin g of the la t /
diphthong). It may simplybe the case that (or ou r middle class Burin region sample
the raised rounded (AY) variant is not stigmatized. When all styles are taken into
accou nt, the usage of( AY) varia nt [a r ] neither indicates nor marks particular speech
groups in the Burin region.
SPSS analysis revealsa near lysignificant Gender / SEC/Age interaction for the
[e x] variant of (AY) in Informal Style (as seen in Table 3.9), with older working class
females sharply differentiated from all oth er group s. Neithe r significant Interacuons
nor main effe cts are indicated in Word List and Minimal Pairs styles.
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Table 4.13
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
m E [:)Xl VARIANTOF (AY)
Social G roup Informal Style Word List Minimal Pai rs
Style Style
M·WC55+ 13,3 6.6 0.0
F-WC 55+ 33.3 7.0 16.6
M-WC25·35 6.3 0.0 0.0
F·WC25·35 1.2 3.6 0.0
M-MC 55 + 0.0 3.3 333
F·MC 55+ 0.0 0.0 0.0
M·MC25·35 0.0 0.0 16.6
F·MC 25·35 1.0 0.0 33.3
4.3.6. (oy). MYle switching by group
The stylistic patterns associated with (OY) are the expected ones overall (see
Table 4.14). Use of the S (01] variant of (OY) increase s in the form al styles for both
middle class and working class speech groups. Younger working class ma le s use thi s
S featu re slightly less often in more formal Word List Style than in Informal Style ,
but most often in the most forma l Minimal Pairs Style. Younger working class
females do not use (OY) variant [ox ] at all in Informal Style, but use this featu re
slightly more often in Word List than in Minimal Pairs Style; the latter pattern is also
found am ong olde r middle class fe males. Overall, the stylistic stratification pattern
is regular enough: anomali es are slight, and do not seem to war ran t further
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con sideration . The S variant is stronglypreferred by middle class speakers, although
in the mo re formal styles it is moderately used by working class speakers. Style
shifting is more extreme for middle class speakers. who for the most part use this
feature considerably more in their formal than their informalspeech, The suggestion
is that the S [:HI variant of (OY) serves as a middle class marker in the Burin
region.
SPSS analysis reveals a significant SEC main effect for the [:)1 l variant I)f
(OY) in Informal Style (p< .05, F=5.88, dC=l/16). SEC also proves significant in
Word List Style (p =.OOO, F=20,22, df=1/16), as well as in Minimal Pairs Style
(p<.OI. F=1O.93 . dr=I/16) .
Table 4.14
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
THE [:II] VARIANT OF (OY)
Social G roup Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WC55+ 0.0 6.6 33.3
F-WC55 + 8.3 21.6 25.0
M-WC25-35 25.0 20.0 33.3
F-WC25-35 0.0 40.0 33.3
M-MC55 + 9.3 73.3 83.3
F-MC55+ 66.6 73.3 66.6
M-MC25-35 34.4 733 83.3
F-MC 25-35 50.0 86.6 100.0
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Nea rlyall speech groups use the [e r ] variant of (O Y) more in Informal Style,
less in mo re formal Word List Style, and least in the most formal style, Min imal
Pairs, as one would expect. However, slight anomalies occur in Word List Style for
older and younge r working class males (as was shown in Table 4.15), Am ong
working class speech groups there is less st ratification across styles overall for the
[a r ] varian t of (O Y) than among middle class speech groups; male middle class
subjects in particular use this feature considerab ly more in thei r informal tha n in
their form a l speec h. The suggestion is tha t (OY) va riant [e r ] se rves as a marker of
working class spea kers in the Burin region, and that among midd le class speakers,
at least in Informal Style, it is associated with males rather than females.
Table 4.15
MEAN USAGE PE R SOClA L GROUP PER STYLE
TH E [ar] VARIANT OF (OY)
So cial G roup Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M·WC55 + 83.3 93,3 66,6
F·WC 55+ 91.6 78,3 75,0
M-WC 2S·35 75,0 80,0 66,6
F·WC2S·35 88,8 60,0 66,6
M·MC 55 + 86.5 26.6 16.6
F-MC 55+ 33.3 6,6 16.6
M·MC2S·35 65.5 26.6 16.6
F-MC25·35 40.0 6.6 0.0
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SPSS analysisreveals a nearly significant Gender /SEC interaction for the [a I 1
variant of (O Y) in Informal Style (see Table 3.10 ). A nea rlysignificant Ge nder ma in
effect is indicated in Word LiMStyle (p =.074). plus a significant SEC main effe ct
(p < .OOI, F=38.77.df=1 / 16), confirming the importance of class as a social factor
affecting usage of this feature. In Minimal Pairs Style a significant SEC main effe ct
is also indicated (p < .OI, F=12 .S5. df =I /16) .
The [ar ] variant of (OY), a highly stigmatized NS featu re. is rarely used
overall. and primarily in Informal Style (see Table 4.16). However, older middle
class women use this NS (OY) variant only in the more formal styles. quite cont rary
to expectation. Ou r data fail to indicate precisely why this anomaly occurs fo r a
speech group normally displaying standar d strat ification panerns. We note too the
relatively high usage of this variant by older middle class women and older working
class males, compared with othe r groups. However, given the erratic usage patte rns
of the [ar ] variant of (OY) across styles. one ca nnot conclude that this feature ma rks
any particu la r Burin region speakers .
SP,sS analysis reveals a nearly significant Gender /Age interaction for the [al l
variant of (OY) in Informal Style (this was indicated in Table 3.11). Ne ither
significant int eractions nor main effects are indicated in Word List and Minimal P.airs
styles for this NS feature.
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Tab le 4.16
MEAN USAGE PER SOC IALGROUP PER STYLE
THE (all VARIANT OF (OY)
Socia l Group Infor mal Style WordUst Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WC 5S+ 16.6 0.0 0.0
F-WC 55+ 0.0 0.0 0.0
M-WC 25-35 0.0 0.0 0.0
F·We 25·35 11.1 0.0 0.0
M·M C 5$+ 4.2 0.0 0.0
F·MC 55+ 0.0 20.0 16.6
M-MC 25·35 0.0 0.0 0.0
F·MC 25-35 10.0 6.6 0.0
4.3.7. (orC) - style switch jng hvgroup
The (o rC) varia nt pattern s are somewhat unusual. Linguistic behaviour of
speake rs is as expected in th e most formal Minima l Pairs Style, yet does not
necessa rily pattern according to expectation in Word Us t Style. However , if one
assumes that fo r Bur in region speake rs the (i\( :)r] variant is no t stigmatized, a n d
functions as a less fo rmal standard featur e, henc e replacing mo re formal [o(:)r) in
the less formal of the two formal speech styles examined (Word List), the patte rn
becomes more meanin gful.
Table 4 . 17 a nd Table 4 .18 indica te that consiste n tly, whe re speakers use the
(orC) variant [:I(:)r) less in Word List Style, (o rC) variant [....(:)r] pronunciation is
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used more than in Informal Style. All speech groups except older working class
males use the mo st formal (orC) variant I:I(:)r] categorica lly in Mininml Pairs Style:
older working class males use this varia-n only 28.2% of the time, and (orC) variant
[I\(:)r) 71.6% of the tim e. Likewise, most groups use the (A(:)r] variant of (orC)
considerably mor e in Wor d List than in Informal sty le. Across styles. women use the
S (o(:)r] variant consider ably more than do the com parable male groups.
Table 4.17
M EAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GRO UP PER STYLE
THE [:I(:)r] VARIANT OF (orC)
Social G roup Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M·WC 55+ 23,3 12.3 28.3
F·WC 55+ 50,0 50,1 100.0
M·WC 25·35 263 39,0 100,0
F·WC 25·35 41.0 27,6 100,0
M·MC 55+ 45,0 41.1 100,0
F·MC 55+ 90,8 83,2 100,0
M-MC25·35 74.4 57,7 100.0
F·MC 25·35 91.1 100,0 100.0
SPSS confi rms the associa tion of the [o(:) r] varia nt with women and middle
class spea kers. In Infor mal Style. as previously noted in Section 3.2.7., a significan t
main effect emerges for Gender , as well for SEC. In Word List Style, likewise,
significant main effects are indicated for Gen der (p < .01, F =8.89, df'"'1/ 16), and SEC
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(p :.OOl, F: 16.85, df: 1/1 6). SPSS analysis also reveals a significant Gender main
effect for the [A(:)r] variant of (orC) in Informal Style (as was seen in section 3.2.7.),
as well as a nearly significant Gender/SEC interaction in Word List Style (p e ,087).
SPSS analysis failed to produce significant results for any (orC) variants in Minimal
Pairs Style.
Table 4.18
I\IEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
TH E [A(:) r] VARIANT OF (orC)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WC55+ 38.3 53.3 71.6
F-WC 55+ 13.3 27.7 0.0
M-WC25-35 443 27.6 0.0
F-WC 25-35 11.0 39.0 0.0
M-MC 55+ 22.0 58.8 0.0
F-MC 55+ 6.8 16.7 0.0
M-MC 25-35 25.5 42.2 0.0
F-MC 25-35 4.6 0.0 0.0
Table 4.19 shows that all groupswithout exception avo id use of the apparen tly
stigmatized far] variant of (orC) in Minimal Pairs style; all middle class subjects
avoid it in Word List Style as well. Working class speech groups, ove rall, display a
reduction in use of this variant as formality of the speech act increases; younger
working class males are the only group exhibitingan unexpected pattern, byusing the
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NS variant slightly more often in formal Word List Style than in Informal Style. The
overall distribu tion of NS [ar] suggests that this variant marks working class affiliation
for Burin region spea kers. Such affiliation is confirmed by SPSS analysis in Word
List Style. where SEC displays a significant main effect (p <.OI. F=9.l4 . df= 1/16).
Table 4.19
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
THE [ar] VARIANT OF (orC)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WCSS + 38.3 34.2 0.0
F-WC SS+ 36.6 22.1 0.0
M-WC25-35 29.3 33.3 0.0
F-WC 25-35 48,0 33.3 0.0
M·MC55+ 33.0 0.0 0.0
F-MC 5S+ 2.3 0.0 0.0
M-MC 25-35 0.0 0.0 0.0
F-MC 25-35 4.2 0.0 0.0
4.3.8. (mETAl . style switching by group
The S lel and NS lrlvariants of (TIiETA) pattern fairly predictably; however.
the intermediate affricated (TIiETA) variant (te) is used differently by different
speaker groups. [9] and [t] are selected according to the formality cl the speech act
by all Burin region speakers : the S variant is used more in bot h formal styles than
in Informal Style. and the stigmatized NS variant is used less. However. there are
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two patterns of particular interest: the [El] variant of (mETA) is used more in Word
List Style than in Minimal Pai rs Style by all groups except older working class males
and older middle class females; and NS (t] is used more in Minimal Pairs Style than
in Word List Style by all groups except younger working class males. This
phenomenon cannot be attributed to the construct ion of the Word List or of the
Minimal Pairs (see Endnote 4.3). We nowexamine the stylistic stratificat ion of these
two variants in greater deta il.
Table 4.20
MEAN USAGE PER SO CIAL GROUP PER STILE
THE [0 j VARIANT OF (THETA)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
.•I·WC55 + 4.6 28.8 33.3
F·WC55+ 3.8 28.3 8.3
M·WC25·35 10.3 16.1 8.3
F-WC 25-35 5.0 61.7 44.4
M·MC55 + 34.8 75.2 55.5
F-Me 55+ 523 89.6 91.6
M·MC25·35 6.3 69.0 61.1
F·MC 25·35 64.6 66.6 66.6
As Table 4.20 shows. overall S (THETA) variant {eJ is pre ferred by middle
class speech groups and younger working class females; the remaining working class
groups make moderate use of this fea ture in the more forma l styles. Stratification
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across styles i ~ evident. The suggestion is that this (T HETA) variant is a middle
class mark er in the Bur in region, and that among worki ng class gro ups it par ticularly
charact eriz es you nger females. NS (THETA) va riant [I] is prefe rred across styles hy
working class group s, and byyou nger midd le class males in Informal Style (sec Tab le
4.21). The suggestion is that the ltl varia nt of (THETA) mar ks working cl ;ISS
speake rs, and among the midd le class characte rizes you nger males , if only in thc ir
casual speech style.
Table 4.21
MEAN USAGE PER SOCI AL GROUP PER STYLE
THE [t ] VARIANT OF (THETA)
Social Group Infur mal Style Word List Minima l Pairs
Style Style
M-WC55+ 89.3 64.4 66.6
F-WC 55+ 863 47.5 66.6
M-WC25-35 86.5 83.8 63.8
F·WC 25·35 84.6 3.6 11.1
M·MC55+ 323 3.3 27.7
F·MC 55+ 23.0 0.0 0.0
M·MC25·35 86.0 7.3 16.6
F·MC 25·35 17.6 6.6 11.1
SPSS analysis confir ms the above observations . It reveal s a near ly significant
Gender/SEC/Age interaction for the Iel variant of (THETA) in Informal Style
(p = .094); this three-way interactio n achieves significance in Word List Style (p <.05,
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F =4.90, df= 1/16). A significant SEC main effect occurs in both Word List Style
(p= .OOO, F=34.08 , df=1 /16) and Minimal Pairs Style (p<.OI, F=1O.60, df=1 / 16).
For ltl . analysis reveals a significant Gender/SEC/Age interac tion in both Info rmal
(p=,OI , F =8.l 6, df=I/16) and Word List (p= .Ol, F=7.74, df= 1/ 16) styles, as well
us a significant SEC main effect in Minimal Pairs Style (p <.Ol , F =9.02 , df=1/16) .
The stratification associated with the intermediate [tel variant of (mETA)
is more varied (see Tab le 4.22). Olde r working class males use [te ] infrequently, and
comparably across Informal and Word List styles. Older middle class male and
Table 4.21
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER S1YLE
TIl E [te l VARIANT OF (mETA)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M·WC55+ 6.0 6.6 0.0
F·W C 55+ 9.8 24.2 25.0
M-WC25-35 3.0 0.0 29.4
F-WC 25-35 10.3 34.6 44.4
M·MC55+ 32.8 21.4 16.6
F·MC 55+ 24.6 10.3 8.3
M-MC25-35 7.6 23.6 22.2
F-MC 25-35 17.6 26.6 22.2
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female groups use this feature more in Informal Style, and decreasingly across the
more formal Word List and Minimal Pairs styles. All other groups use this
intermed iate variant less in Informal Style than in the more formal styles. We note
some small anomalies: older working class males use [to] less in Word List Style than
in Minimal Pairs Style; younger middle class groups use this feature slightly less ill
Minimal Pairs Style. compared with Word List Style.
The implication is that in the Burin region the intermediate fte J variant of
(THETA) functions as a non-stigmatized feature for all subject groups except the
older middle class. Among working class speakers this variant is preferred by
SPSS analysis reveals a significant SEC main effect for the {te l variant of
(THETA) in Informal Style. as we have previously seen in Section 3.3.1.. as welt as
a nearly significant Age main effect. A significant Gender/SEC interaction is
ind icated in Word List Style (p c .Ot, F: ll.98, df"'1/16) , in which working class
women are the grea test users of this feature. In Minimal Pairs Style neither
significant interactions nor main effects are indicated.
4.3.9. <ETHl . style switching by grQup
(Ern) variants [bJ and [dl, like their (THETA) counterparts. pattern
accor ding to expecta tion, with minor exceptions. All speech groups use S (ETH)
varia nt [b1considerably more in the more formal styles than in Informal Style. We
note (see Table 4.23) that younger working class males and olde r middle class
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females use this feature slightly less in Minimal Pairs Style than in Word List Style;
however, the difference of mean usage be tween the two formal styles is so slight that
furthe r interpretation would de rive little. Overall the S variant is used little in
Informal Style by working class groups, and mode rately in the more forma l styles;
across styles, this S feature is used considerably more by middle class groups.
However, one notices that working class women use this feature considerab ly more
in the two formal styles than do their male working class peers.
SPSS ana lysisconfirms the significance of Gender, SEC, and to a lesser extent
Age with respect to [ll]. It reveals a significant Gender main effect for the [ll]
variant in Informal Style (p< .05, F:z 4.77, df=1 / 16), as well as a significant SEC
main effect (p <..OI, F = 14.4, df"'I/ 16). In Word List Style , three significant
interactions eme rge:GendcrIS EC(p = .001,F= 16.30,df= 1/16}.G ender/ Age (p<.05,
F=7.39. df=1/16). and SEC/Age (p< .05, F",4.S2, df=1 /16) . In Minimal Pa irs Style
a significant Gender / SEC interaction is indicated (p<.OS,F "'7.32, df= 1/ 16).
The [d] variant of (E1H) patterns largely according to expecta tion (see Table
4.24), although young working class males use this NS variant considerably more in
MinimaJ Pairs Style than in Word List Style. Working class males. both young and
old, are the greates t users of th is varian t, which is their dominan t variant in formal
as well as informal styles, Ove rall, middle class groups use this feature conside rably
less , and only in Inform al Style , except that younger middle class males' usage rate
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of {dJ in Informal Style resembles that of working class subjects. A~ working ctass
males use this featureconsiderably more in the more formalstyles thando their
Table 4,23
MEAN USAGE PER SOC IAL GRO UP PER STYLE
TIlE [eJVAR IANT OF (ETII)
SocialGroup Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M·WC55+ 5.0 24.0 40.0
F·WC55+ 10.3 48.6 77.7
M-WC25-35 2.0 18.0 16.6
F-WC 25-35 7.3 86.6 94.3
M·MC 55+ 36.7 97.0 100.0
F-MC 55+ 59.3 97.3 93.3
M-MC25-35 11.0 85.3 93.3
F-MC 25-35 52.0 97.3 100.0
female peers, the suggestion i!ithat the (d]variant of (ETH) variant functions as a
male working classmarker in the Burinregion. We note here similar findings in
another Newfoundland context, St. John's: "...the alveolar stop variantof /FrrH/
(was)...used mostoftenbySECgroupSol (largelyunskilled labour)...(Clarke1986:70);
workingclassmale meanusage of this variantin 51.John's was .39, compared with
.17 female mean usage (Clarke 1986:79).
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SPSSanalysis for Informal Stylecorroborates theassociationof the ldl variant
of (ETH) with male and working class subjects. .Aswe have previouslyseen in
Section 3.3.2, it reveals a significant SEC main effect, as well as nearly significnnt
Gender and Age main effects. A significant Gender/SEC interaction is indicated
both in Word List Style (p< .Ol, F=12.87, df""1 / 16) and in Minimal Pairs Style
(p< .OI, F.14.53, df=1/16).
MEAN USAGE PER;~b~1i:~ROUP PER SITLE
THE [d) VARIA/a OF (ETH)
Social Group Informal Style Wordust Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WCSS+ 69.0 593 53.3
F·WC 55> 70.6 24.3 0.0
M·WC25·35 86.3 58.3 77.6
F·WC 25·35 68.3 3.3 5.6
M·MC 55+ 35.3 0.0 0.0
F·MC 55> 253 0.0 0.0
M·MC2 5·35 78.0 9.0 0.0
F·MC 25·35 33.6 0.0 0.0
The stylistic stratification pattern for the intermediate or affricated [de]
variant of (ETH) is somewhatcomplex (see Table 4.25). Only older middle class
subjects style shift in the expected manner,using this feature decreasingly in the
more formal styles;older workingclass males displaysomewhat similarbehaviour.
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Working class female speakers, as well as younger middle class speakers. tend to usc
more of this variant in their formal than informal styles. There is no nppnrent reason
for these discrepancies, othe r than different evaluation of the affricate on the part
of different social groups - that is, whether (ETH) variant [db) is perceived bysubject
groups as eithe r S or NS would explain whethe r this feature were used more in either
informal or formal style.
Given the overall usage pattern for this feature. and despite unumattcs. the
suggestion is that the [d~1variant of (ETH) is not perceived as a stigmatized variant
in the Burin region, except by older middle class speake rs. In light of the relat ively
widespread usage of affricated [db] by all speake r groups, in at least one style. one
cannot conclude tha t this featu re marks any particular subject group.
SPSS ana lysis reveals neither significant interac tions nor main effects for the
[da] variant of (ETH) in Informal Style and Minimal Pairs styles. A significant SEC
main effect is indicated in Word List Style (p <.05, F= 15.76, df= ljI6), with middle
class speakers using this feature significantly more (20.S mean usage) than working
class speak ers (16.3 mean usage).
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Table 4.25
MEAN USAGE PE R SOC lAL GROUP PER STYLE
THE (d'] VARIANT OF (ETH)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WC55 + 6.0 6.6 0.0
F-WC55+ 9.8 24.2 25.0
M-WC25-35 3.0 0.0 29.4
F·WC25·35 10.3 34.6 44.4
M·MC 55+ 32.8 21.4 16.6
F·MC 55 + 24.6 10,3 8.3
M·MC25·35 7.6 23.6 22.2
F-MC25·35 17.6 26.6 22.2
4.3.10. IT> ~ style switchin g by gropp
The variable (T) (intervoca lic /t/ ) has four variants : the voiceless variant [t),
the voiced/ flap variant [d], the slit fricative variant {jl, and the glonal /glottalleed
varian t [1J. Tokens for this variable do not occur in Minimal Pairs Style.
The stylistic stra tification patte rns associated with the voiceless [t] varia nt of
(T) a re somewhat unexpec ted (see Table 4.26 below).
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Ta ble 4.26
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STYLE
THE [t] VARIANT OF (T)
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WC 55+ 51.3 31.6 NA
F-WC55+ 37,4 33.3 NA
M·WC25·35 25.3 33.3 NA
F-WC 25·35 22.3 51.6 NA
M-MC5 5+ 16.3 26.6 NA
F-MC55+ 53.8 53.3 NA
M·MC2S·:ls 22.5 26.6 NA
F·MC25·3s 36.1 60.0 NA
This variant should strat ifyaccording to the formality of the speech act, with formal
speech favour ing ltl use. Why voiceless (T) variant ttl is selected more often in
informal speech by some speakers in the Burin region. particularly older working
class males • is not at all clear. In the Burin region [t] is used relat ively extensively
across styles by all speech groups; however, among middle class speakers ltl seems
to mark the female gender.
SPSS analysis reveals a significant Gender/SEC main effect for the [t) variant
of (T) in Informal Style (p< .OS, F=5.75, df=1 /16), confirming that this feat ure
characterizes middle class female speakers . Neither significant inte ractions nor main
effects are indicated in Word List Style.
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Stop/nap (T) variant [d] is frequent ly used overall in the Burin region (see
Table 4.27 below).
Table 4.27
MEAN USAGE PE R SOCIAL GROUP PER S1YLE
THE [d] VARIANT OF (T)
Social G roup Informal Style Word List Minima l Pairs
Style Style
M·WC 55+ 48.8 51.6 NA
F· WC 55+ 55.3 13.3 NA
M-WC25·35 67.3 40.0 NA
~- 54.0 20.0 NA
M-MC 55+ 603 40.0 ;·,A
F-MC 55+ 20.7 6.6 NA
M-MC 25-35 70.6 40.0 NA
r -MC 25-35 50.0 26.6 NA
It is used considerably more in Informal than in Word List style by all groups except
older workir.g class men. Overall , this varia nt is used considerably more by males
than by fem ales. The suggestion is that {d] marks male gender in the Burin region.
SPSS analysisconfirms a significant main G ender effect for the [d] variant of
(T) in Word List Style (p<:.Ol , F = 9.54, df=1 /1 6); in Informal Style, Gen der
approaches significance, as we have seen in Sec tion 3.33.
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The slit fricative (T) var iant [9 is not widely used: the only speech groups
using this fea ture extensively are the older female groups, both working and middle
class (see Table ' .28 below).
Table 4.28
MEAN USA;~~~~ ~~~~~~~~)PER STYLE
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M-WC55+ 0.0 0.0 NA
F-WC55 + 73 26.6 NA
M-WC 25-35 0.0 0.0 NA
F-WC 25-35 4.6 0.0 NA
M-MC55 + 0.0 6.6 NA
F-MC55 + 12.0 33.3 NA
M-MC 25-35 0.0 0.0 NA
F-MC 25-35 0.0 0.0 NA
Both of these use [~ considerably more in the more formal Word List Style than in
casual speech. Younger working class females use this fea ture to a very limited
extent in Infonn al Style only. None of the remaining groups use III at all. It is clear
that infrequently-used [~ variant of (T) functions as a marker for older female
speakers in the Burin region. Interestingly, a similar patter n emerged in Cla rke's
investigation of 51.John's speech (Clarke 1990:3-6), where this feature was used more
by older subjects. and by females, in the formal styles.
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SPSS analysis reveals neithe r significant interactions nor main effects for the
[~vnriant of (T) in Informal Style. A nearly significant Gender/Age interact ion is
indicated in Word List Style (p =.062).
The fourth (T) variant. [1]. is moderately used by all speech groups in the
Durin region (see Table 4.29 below). Younger middle class females use this feature
about equally in Informal and Word List styles. and older middle class women use
[i' ) less; all remaining speech groups use this feature more in the more formal Word
List Style. This pattern is not the expected one, given that the [11variant of (T) is
a NS feature. We note that the phonological environm ent for intervocalic variable
(T) in Word List tokens..lm.ul.c andhuttan do tend to favour selection ofthe glottal
stop variant [1J, thus accounting for moderate use of this variant in Word List Style.
Wc further note , however, that among middle class speakers it is the male groups
who select (1') varian t [1] considerably more often in Word List Style. Among
working class speakers selection is comparable across groups. The suggestion is that
among middle class speakers (1] functions as a male gender marker in the Burin
region.
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Table 4.29
MEAN USAGE PER SOCIAL GROUP PER STI'LE
THE [1J VARIANT OF (1')
Social Group Informal Style Word List Minimal Pairs
Style Style
M·WC 55+ 0.0 16.6 NA
F·WC 55+ 0.0 26.6 NA
M·WC 25·35 7.3 26.6 NA
F·WC25·35 18.6 28.3 NA
M·MC 55+ 23.3 26.6 NA
F·Me 55 + 13.3 6.6 NA
M·MC25·35 6.8 33.3 NA
F·MC 25·35 13.8 13.3 NA
SPSS analysis revea ls neit her significant interactions nor main effects for the
[11 variant of (T ) in Informal Style. A significant Gend er/SEC interaction is
indicated in Word List Style (p <:.OI. F =9.16, df = I!16).
4.4 ~
Overall strat ification pattern s prove interesting for the Burin region. where six
of the twenty-six: linguistic features surveyed exhibit minimal stratification across
styles, and eleven modera te to extensive stratification. The remaining nine features
are of special interest, having displayed stylistic stratificat ion patte rns in which
anoma lies occur (see Tab le 4.1). Minimal stylistic stratification is displayed by the
raised [.1: ] variant of (E), the NS [ar ] variant of (OY) , and the fronted (AW) variant
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[ee ]. Three consonantal variants likewise display little stylistic stratificat ion: these
arc the (Ie} variant of (THETA). as well as the ltl and (jlvariants of (1) . We note
here that with the exception of the [tJ variant of (T) all the features displaying
minimal stratifica tion occur infrequently overall in Durin region spee ch. Th e eleven
features displaying modera te to considerab le stratifica tion consist of: (AW) variants
[uu], (au], and [a(:)I. the [BI ] variant of (AY), (OY ) variants [:H) and [ex ], the [arJ
variant of (orC). all three (Elli) variants, and the [d] varian t of (T). We observe
that features displaying consid erab le stylistic stratification are also those which occur
frequently in the formal and informal speech of our Burin region sample; those
displaying moderate stra tification occur less frequen tly.
Stylistic strat ification of the remaining nine fea tures su rveyed pose a range of
problems. Th ree standa rd featu res (the [ar ] variant of (A Y), the (e) variant of
(lliETA). and the {::t(:)r) varian t of (orC» do not display the expected increase in
frequency of use as formality of style increases; both [ar] and Ie] occur more ofte n
in Word List than in Minimal Pairs style, and (:l(:}r) occurs less often in Word U st
than in Informal style, yet considerably more often in the most formal Minimal Pairs
Style than in e ither Informal or Word U st styles. Th e non-standard [EI variant of
(I), the [tt(:)u] varian t of (UW) , the (tl variant o( {TH ETA), and the {A{:)rJvariant
of (arC) likewise presen t anomalie s. [EJ, [tt(;)uJ, and {t}for example, display slightly
higher use in Minima l Pairs Style, compared with the somewhat less formal Word
list Style, while (A(:)r) occurs most frequently in Word List Style, and least
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frequently in Minimal Pairs. The NS [:II ] variant of (AY) occurs most Ircquenuy in
the most formal Minimal Pairs Style, but less often in Word List than in lnlnrmal
style. As to the L ~] variant of (T), for which no tokens are available in Minimal Pain
Style, it behaves like a non-stigmatized feature, with greate r use in Word List than
in Informal Style.
Despite anomalies, the suggestion is that overall - ulbeit the fuel that
sometimes the range is minimal to modera te - the majority of features surveyed in
the Burin region display a pa ttern of stratification across styles. T he patte rns usuully
reflect the formality of the speech acts involved in a fairly predictable fashion. It
would seem that Burin region speakers are well able 10manip ulate standard features;
however, at times the criteria used to select variants of the vari ables a nalyzed urc not
obvious to us.
Further analysis reveals how social factors affect the speech of the Durin
region. Among the twenty-four subjects who comprise our survey, specific features
are selected as markers of particular social subgroups or affiliations. The male
gender is marked by Its use of the [all var iant of (A Y), as well as (T) variant [dJ;
among middle class speakers the female gender is marked by its use of (T) variant
ltl- Older women in general are marked by their use of the f;] varian t of (T). Use
of the (I] variant of (E) mar ks several working class groups, particu larly younger
working class males. The far] varian t of (a rC), the [t] variant of (TH ETA), the [d]
variant of (Ent), the IOI ) variant of (OY), and (UW) variant [tt(:)o ] all mark the
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Burin region working class. Middle class speakers are marked by their use of the S
(OY) variant [01]. Most young Burin region speakers are marked by their use of the
(e o j variant of (AW) and, finally, (A W) variant [e o} usage marks all groups except
the older middle class.
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5.1. Lim'!Jistjc Cpndi!io~
We have considered in some depth the effects uf social factors such as SEC.
gender, and age on the production ofNS features in the Durin region. Whitt we have
not considered is how the linguistic environments in which theses feurures occur
further affect the likelihood of the occurrence of NS varian ts. The program used in
the ana lysis of varia tion, SPSS, did not facilitate an in-dept h ana lysis accord ing In
environment, and time did not permit the application of a computer ized variable
rules analysis program such as Goldvarb. However, linguistic environments
promot ing relevant variants of variab les (E), (I ), (AY), (A W), (orC), (THETA) and
(ETH) will be analyzed by phonological environment in Informal Style.
5.2. I ;nguistic ComljljQnjnr ~ VncaHcV:uj ahles
5.2.1. The vAriahle fE)
Previous research indicates that the raised lax NS [x1varian t of the variable
(E) is favoured by a following labial (e.g. Ip/./m/) or ulvecpalatal fricative (e.g.
IJI). Colbourne (1982:93) indicates that
In general the far ther front the lingual artic ulation is and the higher
the lingual articulatio n is the greater the tendency to raise lEI to 11/.
Colbourne also suggests that the manner of art iculation of the following consonant
can affect the rate of produ ction of the NS [II variant of (E) . He no tes that
following nasal stops "nearly always" promotes raising. Converse ly. a following
fricat ive, and even more so a following liquid (e.g. I II .I r/), disfavour NS raising of
(E). Voicing of a following consonant also plays a role:
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...lt was also found that if the consonant following (E) lengthened the
vowel as the voiced consonan ts did then there is a grea ter ten dency to
get NS raising beca use it provides the necessary time need ed to make
the extra ar ticulatory gesture of tongue mising (Colbourne 1982:96).
In general, place of articula tion, manner of articulation, and voicing of the
following consonant affect whether a spea ker willproduce the raised NS (E ) variant.
High, fro nt [I] is promoted by a following consonant whose place of articulation is
high and fronted rather than by a consonant whose place of artfenution is back (e.g.
velars, ve larized laterals). When either manner of articulatio n or voicing 0" a
following consonant allows greater time for raising of (E), the NS [I] variant is more
likely to occur.
O ur survey of the Burin region partially confirms Colbourne's predictions. As
Table 5.1 indicates, the raising of ( It) to (I) is promoted by a following oral stop (in
this environment, raising occurs at a rate of 305%), yet not by a following nasa l stop,
where raising occurs less frequent ly than in a pre-fricative environment (6.6% vs.
13.7% respectively). As predicted, a following liquid disfavours raising (2.2%). As
to place of articulation, raising is promoted as pred icted by a following alveolar
(17.3%) and to a lesser extent by 3 following labial segment (4.2%). However, the
lrl varia nt of (E) only occurs 5.9% of the time when followed by a voiced consonant,
compare d with 31.7% when followed by voiceless consonants.
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Tnble 5.1
PHO NOLOGI CAL CONDITION ING OF THE [I I VARIANT OF (E)
Follon in g Environment Occurrences of Nvmber or %
[I ] Tokens
M an ner of Articulation
Pre -oral stop 79 259 30.5
Pre -nasal stop 24 366 6.ft
Pr e- fricative 31 227 13.7
Pre-a ffrica te 0 4 0.0
Pre-liquid 3 137 2.2
Place of Artic ulation
Pre-labial 8 192 4.2
Pr e-alveol ar 129 744 17.3
Pre-alveopalatal 0 9 0.0
Pre- velar 0 49 0.0
Voice
[-vo ice] 96 302 3 1.7
[+voice] 41 691 5.9
Th us our re sults significantly contrad ict Colbourne's for the effect s of voici ng on NS
pronunciation of (E). We duly note the possib le role played by lexical ite ms for the
ra ised [I J variant of (E) in the recorded informa l speech of the Burin region. Our
data indicat e a higher occur rence of [I ] in th e lexical itemgej or derived forms (e.g.
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~,~), as well as in the lexical item m, which occur freque ntly in informal
speech.
5.2.2. The variable (f)
According to Colbourne (1982:98), on Long Island,
...the highest percentage of occurre nces of NS variants of (I ) [would
be} before velar or velnriaed conso nants...followed byvoiceless palatal
Irlcativcts)...
Lateral I II would also promote the lowered (I) variant.
In our survey of the Burin region the lowered [e ] variant of (I) occurs so
infrequently tha t the role of phonological environments cannot be legitimately
interpreted (see Table 5.2). However , a slightly higher occurrence of (eJ is indicated
when the following consonant is a nasal stop compared with other following
environmen ts. There are no occurrences of this feature in the following
environments of oral stops, fricatives or affricates. The IE] pronunciation of (I)
occurs abou t equally in the following environme nts of labial, alveola r and velar
consonants. There are no occurr ences before alveopalata ls. These result s neither
confirm nor contradict Colbourne's predictions. Similarly, results for the
environment of a following (-voice] /[ +voice] neither confirm nor contradict
Colbourne (see Table 5.2).
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Tab le 5.2
PHONOLOGICAL CONDITIONING or THE [c::]VARIANTor (I)
Following Environment Occurrence s or Number %
[·1 or Tokens
Man ner of Articulation
Pre-or al stop 0 370 nn
Pre-nasal stop 4 21<4 1.4
Pre-fricat ive 0 2"9 on
Pre-a ffricate 0 19 OJ)
Pre-liquid I 93 1.1
Place of Articu lation
Pre-labi al 1 149 0.6
Pre-alveolar 5 713 n.?
Pre-alveopala tat 0 53 0.0
Pre-ve lar 1 143 0.7
Voice
l-voicel 1 I 443 0.2
[+voice] 6 612 I 0.9
O ur discussion of the (AY) variab le is of interest primarily beeause of its
raised [e r ] variant. As Kirwin (1993:75) points ou t:
...the t art) diphthong has condi tioned wising before voiceless
consonant s...This conditioned differ ence between "slow"diphthongs in
the illk. ~, (/ oI/)c1assand the "fast" diph thong in the~,~,
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~, ({OI } or [a I })class, an allophon ic difference,occurs in the speech
of Anglo-Irish adults (in Newfoundl and)...and thus was part of the
diph thong system of the inhabitants before Newfoundland joined the
Canadian Confederation in 1949.
In a number of dia lects of English, most notably Can adian English, a raised varia nt
of hath (AY) and (AW) is found in the environment of a following voiceless
obstruent. In Irish English, on the contra ry, raising occurs in all environments.
Kirwin (19 93:75) further observes that
T he diphthongjlll (fao!), as in.d.lllib.1, l.mJ!l, for traditio nal Anglo-Irish
spe a kers is not appreciab ly condit ioned by whether the following
consonant is voiceless or voiced. Th at is, in the environment before
voiceless consonants, lau/ does not (n ecessar ily) have the raised first
eleme nt reported for much of ma inland Canada. Given this
qua lification, the Anglo-Irish diphthong may have a range of
rea lizations among various speakers.
In the Burin region dialect. in Inform al Style, we find that the raise d [ar ]
variant of (AY) occurs almost twice as often in the environment of fo llowing
voiceless o bstruents (see Table 5.3). H owever, there is a significant 46.0%
occurrence before following voiced obstrue nts, and a 23.6% occurrence word -finally.
Th e sugges tion is that in the Burin reg ion [he raised [al l variant of (A Y) is
not. in fac t. a true-Canadian raised variant, although speakers do indicate a d istinct
preference for [e r ] in the environment of following voiceless obstruents.
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TableS.3
PHONOLOGICAL CONDITIONING O F THE [a r] VARIANT OF CAY)
Following Environment Occ urre nces of Number of %
[e r ] Tokens
Pre-voicele ss obstruent 243 278 87.4
Pre-voiced obstrue nt 138 300 41l.11
Word final 17 72 "l.CI
5.2.4. The va r iahle (AW>
Among the (AW) variants examined in our survey of the Burin region. 1;:)0 1.
with its raised nucleus, is of particular inte res t, as we have already sta ted in the
previous section. We find this feature occur r ing app roximately 75% of the tim e ill
the environme nt of following voiceless obstruents, compared with a less than 20%
occurrence e ither befor e voiced consonants or word-finally (see Table 5,4 belo w).
In the Buri n region, it seems, both the (AW ) variant [au ] and the [a ll varia nt of
(AY) are to some extent traditional Newfoundlunu variantswhich occur in a ra nge
of contexts, bl.: ~ which share meanwhile with the Canadia n raised varian ts the
characterist ic preference for following voice le ss obstruent environments. The la tter
is especially the case with the lao] variant o f (AW); [a r Jis selected more ofte n than
its (AW) cou nterpart in the environment of following voiced consonan ts. II may he
tha t Durin region speakers are on their way to defining the rai sed variants of (A Y)
and (AW) a ccording to the criteria of the ir Canadian raised equivalents, with the
raised leu) variant assuming the lead in this trend.
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Tabl e 5.4
"HONOL OG(CAL CONDITIONING OF THE [a u ] VARIAN"i OF (A\V)
Following Environmen t Occurr ences of Number %
[ a u) of Tokens
Pre -voiceless obstruent 138 183 75.4
Pre-voiced obstruent 29 230 12.6
Word final 15 146 10.6
5.2.5. The varill ble (or el
The NS varian ts of (orC) include low-mid unrounded back [A(:)r ] and low,
unrounded. central {arlo The most importa nt phono logical feature relating to
product ion of these pronunciations is the post-voca lic,pre -ccnsonantal rry. / r/ alters
the realization of all vowels,but the phenomenon considered here is the So uth West
English - and to some extent Ir ish - lowering and unrounding of the vowel /a / in a
lexical set whi ch excludes words withJJ.IJ:./mrr sp ellings:
...we must not forget tha t the most important phono logical feature here
is the presence of / r/ . It is th is sound that causes th e lowering,
unrounding and fronting of Middle English lax ( ~] (as in.fiwD. and
.ham) and the lowering, unroundin g, and fron ting of Middle English lax
[a ] (as in.w.rm. andharn in the dialect).. .The pr eceding environment
onlyserves to influence howofte ll this lowering will occur...(Colbourne
1982:109).
Colbourne 's analysis indicates that preceding environments minimally affe ct
production of NS varia nts. However, Col bourne (1982:108) found that
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....Jt!.2pe rcen t of nil the NS varia nts of (or) occur where there is nu
pre ceding s unnd or there is a sound th at h;JS the sonorant or
continuant featu re.
Table 55 indicates in the preceding environment o f nasalstops there is illlkcl.l
a significantly higher (5 8.9%) occurrence of the [a r] variant of (urC) compa red with
the preced ing e nvironment of oral stops in the Burin region. There is a 25%
occurrence of this NS feature in the environment of preceding Iitluids and " ffrk ales .
[ar] does not occur word-initially, and the occurre nce is only slightly higher uverafl
in a preced ing [ + voice] than in a j-vclce] environ ment. Table 5.6 indicate s ulowc r
occurrence of the • compromise ' (A(:)r} varia nt of (orC) in tho preceding
environment of nasal stops, when compared with o ral stops, hut a considerab ly highe r
occurrence in the preceding environment of liqui ds and fricatives. Ther e arc on
occurrences of th is feature word-initially, and, once again, this fea ture occurs slightly
more often in the enviro nment of a preceding l-volc e] co nsonant. The Burin region
results suggest that overail preced ing environmen ts afrect the production of the NS
[ar) variant of (orC) less (except for preced ing I+continuant) nasal 5tn~
environm ents) than the Colbourne findings pred ict. The findings for the (A(:) r)
variant of (orC) suggest that preceding [-voice) a nd [·cont inuant] environments a rc
more likely to prom ote the {A(:)rJpronunciation of (orC ). We note here that
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Ccfboume's (1982) percentage figures representoccurrences of [A(:)r] andfar]; these
varinn ts were not analyzed separately in the Long Island survey.
PHONOLOGICAL CONOI
Preceding Environment
Manner or Articulation
Post-oral stop
Post-nasal stop
Post-fricative
Post-a ffrica te
Post-liquid
Word initial
Voicing
22 90 24.4
20 3' 58.9
17 62 27.4
25.0
25.0
0.0
27.7
34.1
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Table 5.6
PHO NOLOGICAL CO NDITIONING OF THE [A(:)r] VARIANT OF (orC)
Preceding Envlrn nment Occurrences or Number or %
[A(:)r) Tokens
Man ner of Articu lation
Post-oral stop 14 90 15.5
Post-nasal stop 2 3' 5.9
Post-fricative 14 62 22Ji
Post-affrica te 0 • 0.0
Post-liquid 1 • 25.0
Wo rd initial 0 5 0.0
Voicing
[cvuice] I 20 112 17.1'
[ + voiceJ I 11 82 13.4
5.3. I inguistic Conditioning. Conso nanwl Vqriahles
Rea lizations of the variab les (THETA) and (ETH ) a re conditioned primarily
by posi tion within the word itself. Wolfram and Fascld (1974:175)no tc that the NS
stop pronunciations for bo th va riables (THETA) a nd (ETH ) a re least lif.ely to occur
at the "ends of words ."
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5.3.1. The variflhle (THETAl
According to Wolfram and Fasold (1974:112) the ltlvariant of (THETA) most
often occurs word-initially and word-initially before f rio as well as in pre-nasal or
post-nasal positions. Colbour ne (1982:111)notes that, for his Long Island data.
At the end of words NS (THETA) variants occur much less often than
initially - 53.9 percent and 45.1 percent of the time when preceded by
a vowel and a consonant, respectively...medially...when it ends a
syllable the NS variants occur 42.9 percent of the time and when it
begins a syllable they occur 77.5 percent of the lime. We see that NS
variants of (THETA) occur mo re often at the beg inning of words and
syllables than they do at the en d of words or syllables.
Colbourne ( 1982:110) indicates a higher occurrence of lrlword-initially before /r/
than word initially before vowels (100% occurrence in th e first instance. compared
with 69.8% occurrence word initially before vowels).
ln our survey of the Burin region, in Informal Style. we find that the [t}
variant of (TIlETA) occurs most ofte n word-initially before f rio and then word-
finally, medially, and word-initially before vowels (see Table 5.7). Our findings for
medial and word-final product ion of the [t] varian t of (mETA) contradict
Colbourne 's; however, we note here that our data for the Burin region do not
discriminate medial pr oduction as fine ly as do the Long Island data , whe re syllable-
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Table 5.7
PHONOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF THE [t} VARIANT OF (THETA)
Position Occurrences or[t) Number or %
Tokens
Word initial 89 155 57.4
Word initialjrl 75 101 74.2
Medial 74 115 64.3
Word final 87 129 67.4
initial/syllable-final distinctions were observed. We further note tha t the Colbourne
pe rcentages quoted above, unlike ours, do not rep resen t se parate analysis of the {te l
and [t] variants of (TII ETA). In Burin, as on Long Islan d, the (I] variant occurs
consider ably more word-initially befo re Irl than word-init ially before other sounds.
However , word-final productio n of NS [t] is higher for Burin than for the Long Island
sample . The suggestion is that the produ ction of this NS (THE TA) varia nt is not
greatly influenced (excep t word-initially before Ir/) by its position within the word
in the informal speech of the Burin region.
Similarly, production of the affrica ted [tel varia nt of (THETA) does not seem
to be influenced by its po sition within the word (see Table 5.7), a ltho ugh this feature
does occur considerably less ofte n in word-final position. However , media l
occurre nce of [tel is slightly higher than occurrence eithe r word-ini tially or word-
initially before Irl in the informal speec h of the Burin region (again we note that
syllable position for medial (THETA) is not specified (or our data). 'The [tel varian t
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or erl-IETA ) occurs infrequen tly. The suggestion is that, except word -finally,position
within the word does not sig nificantlyaffect production of [te1 in the informal speech
of the Burin region.
Table 5.8
PHONO W GICAL CONDITIO NING OF THE [to] VARIANT OF (THE TA)
Position Occurre nces of [tel Number of %
Tokens
Word initial 25 155 16.1
Word initialjr/ 14 101 13.9
Medial 22 115 19.1
Word final 9 125 7.2
5.3.2. The variahle CElli)
Both the voiced affrica te [db] and the voiced stop [d] variants of (ETH) are,
in theory, affected by their position with the word. Colbourn e (1982:112). in his
Long Island survey. found "". that NS variants of (ETH) occur more often word
initially th an in any other env ironm ent." Colbourne further observes that NS (mi)
varian ts are relatively infrequent in medial position, and "rarest in word final
position" (Colbourne 1982:113). NS (ETH) is less stigmatized when word initia l than
NS (THETA) (Colbourne 1982:113); this is not surprising, given that variable (ETII )
occurs rarely in lexical words. One rather finds (ETI-I) occurring word-initially in
frequent ly-occurring unstressed grammatic al words such as 1M.~ etc.; lack of
stress increases the likelihood of the occurrence of the less salien t NS voiced stop
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varia nt [d]. We no te that grammatical words account for the extremely high
occurrence of the NS (d}word-initially for the Long Island survey (89.2% occurrence.
compared with 32.5% and 29.5% med ially. and 26.3% word-finally {Colbourne
1982:112)) .
Among the speakers of the Burin regio n. medial occurre nce of the (dl variant
of (ETIJ ) was 11.1% greater (see Table 5.9 below) tha n word initial occurrence in
Informal Style. The 100% word final occurrence of this NS feature can he ignored.
as it represents the single Occurrence of word-final (ETH) in the informa l speech of
Buri n speake rs. The affrica ted [db] variant of (ETH), however. docs occur
considerably more in word initial tha n in medial position (see Table S.10). and not
at all word-finally.
Both stressed and unstressed tokens (including. as on Long Island.
grammatical words) were ana lyzed for the (Ern) variable in the Burin region,
although a restriction to a maximum of ten tokens of any given one lexical item per
individual informant was imposed. Also. occurrences of both the affricated and the
stop (Ern) variants are collapsed in the Colbourne percentages quoted above. In
the Burin region, overall, position (whether word initia l or medial) af fects selection
of the {db] and [d] variants of (Elli) much Jess than on Long Island . However.
occurrence in word initial position seems to have a slightly greater effect for the
affricated (ETH) variant, pro moting selection of this feature.
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Tabl e 5.9
PHONOLOGICAL CON DITION ING OF THE Cd] VARIANT OF (Em)
Position Occurrences of Cd) Number of %
Tokens
Word initial 433 773 56.0
Med ial 100 149 67.1
Word final 1 1 100.0
5.4. ..Qmrlu.s.i..o.n
It seems that phonological conditioning is less significant for the production
of NS pronunciat ions in the informal speech of the Burin region tb an for Long Island
general speech . The occurrence of the [:Il variant of (E) was affected by both place
and manner of ar ticulation; th is featur e occurs more frequent ly in the environment
of the more fronted labial and alveolar consonants than for alveopalata ls and velars.
Co ntrary to prediction, this feature occurs more frequen tly in the following
environ ment of voiceless (rather than the pred icted voiced) consonants. The [E)
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variant of (I) occurs infrequently, and occurrence does not appea r to be inffuenced
by pho nological factors. The production of the ruised {at J and [eu] variant s of (AY)
and (A W) are influenced, as pred icted, by the following environment of a voiceless
obstruen t, but to a lesser extent than in Canadian English. The ra ised variants of
(AY) and (AW) occur 46.0% and 12.6% of the time respectively in the environment
of following voiced consonants among Burin speakers. The produclinn of the far]
variant of (orC) is positively affected by preceding (+con tinuant] environments, and
very minimally by preceding voiced environments. The NS (THETA) stop variant
[t] occurs more frequen tly word-initially before Ir/; otherwise, occurrence of this
featu re does not appear to be greatly affec.ed by its position within a word.
Simila rly, except word-finally, occurrence of the affricated [Ia] varian t of (THETA)
is not affected by position within the word. Finally, among the Burin region sample,
occurre nce of the NS stop var iant of (E TH) seems to be influenced by position, but
in an unexpected manner : [d) occurs more often medially rather than word-initially.
However, word-initial position favours occurrence of the affrica ted [de I varian! of
(ETH ),
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6.1. Conclusions · Aurin Rel'ion
Our sociolinguistic survey of the Bur in region indicates exte nsive varia tion in
the speech of local residents. Variation is evident across groups, as well as in
individua l speec h. The most significant socia l factors determining dialect choice in
Informal Style a re socia l class, gende r and then age. Although the range is
somet imes minima l to moderat e , the majority of the linguistic featu res surveyed
display a pattern of stratification across styles. usually reflecting the formality of the
speech act. The e ffects of phon ological condi tioning on the pro nunciation of selected
variants ofvuriables (E). (AY), (AWl, (THETA) and (ETH) do not appear to be
extensive , overall , in th e informa l speech of the Burin region; results for some of
these contradict those for Colbourne's 1982 survey of Long Island.
Minimal stylistic stratification is displayed by features infrequently used by
Burin region speake rs. 1110se occurr ing more frequ en tly display mode rate to
considerable stratification, while others, thoug h displaying the predicted stra tification
patterns overa ll, corre la ting style with the formality/ informality of the speech act,
exhibit internal anom alies. Males. middle class female s, and the working class
(especia lly younger males) are all marke d by their use of specific NS feat ures ; the
working class is marked by use of a greater number of NS features overall. Middle
class speakers a re marked by use of S features. Phonological conditioning affects the
selection of NS variants to some extent , but on ly for specific features.
SPSS ana lysis of the informal spee ch of the Burin region ind ica tes tha t
working class speake rs arc less standard than middle class spea kers . H owever,
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among the working class it is the younger speakers (bo th ma le and female) who use
NS features most in their daily speech . Younger working class women arc
surp risingly NS, and set the mselves apart from both their younger male and older
female counterparts (e.g. in their selectio n of NS variants like (tt(;)oJ variant (If
(UW». This fact will be commente d on fur ther in the following section. Middle
class speakers use sta ndard and inte rmedia te variants more, on the whole, than do
the working class, and overall younger speakers are less standard tha n their eld ers.
It seems that, at a profound level, class and gender divisions that marked the
traditi onal economy of the Burin region have been maintained. and that these
divisions have found expression in the speech of all groups - whether wnrking or
middle class, male or female. olde r or younger .
6.2. Genera! CpnclusjQn~
Social factors across communities, and even within specific coromcnules over
time. vary to some exten t. It is therefore not surprisi ng to find at least some
linguistic patt erns in the Burin region not previouslyobse rved in other Newfoundland
pop ulatio ns. Th e most interesting of these concerns the younger fema le gmup.
The speech of younger working class women. when compared with tha i of
bot h the ir younge r middle class an d older working class counte rpa rts, is more NS
than expect ed. The Colbourne 1982 survey of Long Island, for examp le, did not
indicate a pa rticular ly NS younger fema le group; similarly, Clarke's survey of 51.
John's (Clarke 1985, 1986, 1991) did not reveal specifically NS younger female
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speakers (alt hough working class females were less standard than their male
counterparts for several features). However, this anomaly is not without precedent:
Reid (1981) noted a tendency among the younger, Ca tholic (working class) women
of Bay de Verde towards higher usage of NS variants; Nichols (1983:62) similarly
notes that
..,among mainland adults from the poorer (black) socioeconomic group
(living along the South Carolina coast) , females have occupational
patterns that lead to maintenance of older speech patte rns...(the se)
women were much more confined to their immediate communities
than were men...older mainland women (thus) use more than twice as
many creole and nonstandard variants as older mainland men•.•
Feagin (1979) also indicates that the speech of urban, workingclass Alabama women
was more NS than that of working class men.
The younger working class women in the Burin region have in common with
the working class women in Nichols' survey tha t they are both socioeconomically
disadvantaged and considerably more confined to the communi ty than any other
group. Younger working class males were participating in a dragger fishery - albeit
executed from east coast Newfoundland communities ; which ab sented them from
the Burin region for extended periods; most other groups ha ve travelled rather
extensively outside the region, as well as outside Newfoundland. Older working class
women, as previously stated, enjoy economi c advantages compa rable with those of
the ir middle class peers ; also, younger working and middle class women interact
much less than their older counterparts. Respect ive speech patte rns see m to reflect
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this greater social dista nce between the younger female groups. The speech of
younger midd le class women is, in fact, very S, in stark contrast to the highly NS
speech of the younger working class females. Thus we find socioeconomic divisions
strongly expressed in the language of the two speec h groups who pe rhaps feel most
affected by current econo mic change. It seems that the younger females, in their
dua l role as mothers and part-time bread-winners, and in the face of an uncertain
future, have adopted la rgely dissimilar linguistic and social strategies. The younger
working class females, who express strong loyalty to olde r Newfoundland vernacula r
forms, have focused inward on their community and kin, on whom they rely
extensively. However, the younger middle class females focus more on the nuclear
family, perhap s in anticipation of an eventua l move out of the region. We note here
that it is the working class who rely almost exclusively on the fishery as a source of
income.
Patterns for other socioeconomic groups are worth noting as well. While the
working class is generally less standard than the middle classoverall (using more NS
Ieature c such as the stop variants of (THETA) and (Ern)), the younger Burin region
working class, both male and female, tends to be less standa rd in their speech than
their older counterpa rts. It should be noted here that the younger working class are
less econom icallysecure than are the olde r working class, especiallysince the decline
of a fishery that is, and has always been, the mainstay of the Burin region economy.
Meanwhile younger middle class males identify with their younger working class male
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peers (expressing solidarity by their greate r use of features such as the NS stop
variants of (THETA) and (ETH), features un iversally popular with the working class
as well as male speakers of Newfoundland English dialects). As we indicated in
Section 3.3.1., ou r younger middle classmales socialize extensively with their working
class peers.
Previous sociolinguistic surveys (e.g. Labov 1966, Colbourne 1982, Clarke
1985, 1986, 1991) indicate such trends as greater use of NS features by the working
class, and by males, as well as by older speakers. Results (or the Burin region,
however , are not as str aightforward, rather indicating more unusual (and perhaps
the refore more significant) trends such as those noted above. Overa ll, the suggestion
is that, with respect to SEC, the pattern is the expected one: middle class are indeed
more S than \..u-klng class speakers. In fact, in the Durin region, SEC proves the
most significant social factor. This is not necessarily the case for other
Newfoundland communities surveyed (e.g. Colbourne 's 1982 survey of Long Island,
or Clarke 's St. John's survey). However, Paddo ck's 1981 survey of Carbon ear, an
east coast Newfoundland commercial centr e exhibiting many social and economic
factors common to the Burin region, similarly suggests the importance of SEC as a
factor determining dialect choice. The patt erns for gender, while complex, indicate
that (with the exception of the younger female working class) Burin males are more
NS in their speech than are females. Finally, younger rather than the older Burin
region speake rs prove more NS in their speech overall. perhaps reflecting in their
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loyalty to an older Newfoundland vernacular their greate r confincmem In e ither
Newfoundland or to the region. as well the economic l.1iS3uvantages ur .1 nuw
insecure fishe ry.
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The passing of the Fren ch, the Spanish, and the Portuguese is not noticeably
reflected in the local speech. However, place na mes serve as a monument to
their contributio n to the traditional fisheries : Port Au" Bras, Mortier, Duricle
(residents have relocated to nearby Fox Cove), and Spanish Room (a ' room ',
in the ear ly migratory fisheries, had been an area of a cove or harbour
assigned to a specific nationality for processing and storing COlJ catches) .
2. 111e term ' gear' refe rs to materi als used in the prosecution of the fishery,
especially nets . lines, and the like.
3. The seines, unlike their twentieth century counterp arts, the drag nets, did oat
sink to the bo ttom of the fishing grounds. The subsequently-used cod traps
were also' environmentally friendly' ; it was gill nets, and the more re cent
drag nets (both indiscriminate, with respect to species and size) which
contributed so heavily to the disastrous decline of inshore and offshore
Atlantic fish stocks.
4. Dories were flat-bottomed boats, small in size, with flaring side! and a sharp
bow and stern, which accommodated, typically, two men .
5. These are fishermen employed on stern trawlers , ope rating the huge nets
continuously d ropped from the rear of vessels to the ocean floor. The nets
are subseque ntly hauled in, emptied, and droppe d again. The catch is stored
in ice until delivery to fish plants for processing.
fI, Most communiti es located on the SOuth west coast of Newfoundland can only
he accessed by sea 10 this day.
In the more formal styles, the S variants of (AY) and (OY) are selected more
frequently than the' compromise ' var iants, and the NS variants extremely
rarely (e.g. in Word List Style the mean usage for the [all variant of (AY)
is .55, for the [ar ] var iant .42, and for {n ] .03; the mean usage for the [:>II
variant of (O Y) is .47, for (aIJ .49, and for (aI) .03).
ENDNOTES (continued)
') The ideal enviro nment for a slit fric itive seems to be wnrd-finul. or even
better, pre -pause- The low occurrence of this feuture may be accounted for
by the fact that th is isnot the environment in which we have examined the / t/
variable.
3. Class distinctions among younger women are not as pronounced in the case
of the NS raised {I] variant of (E) as they ar e for some of the other
phonological variables examined.
We note that in this context that the term NS is. once again. a sirnpliflcation:
NS is in fact an umbre lla term which includes intermediate and NS vnriunts.
Again, we note that the lao] variant of (AW), as well as the [e r ] variant of
(AV), are S featu res in Canad ian English.
2. The figures in this table have been rounded to the nearest whole number.
This fact accounts for any inconsistencies between these figures und those
found in Table 4.3.
3. The NS variants of I ariable (THETA) tend to occur most frequently in word-
initial position, particular ly before [s], and least frequently in word-flnnl
position (Colbourne 1982: Il O-Il ). Medially. NS variants occur less
frequen tly at the beginning of syllables tha n at the end. In our Word List (sec
Appendix) we not e that Je/ occurs word-initially in two of our ten tokens,
word initia lly before [t] in three tokens, medially in two tokens (syllable-
final), and word-finally in three tokens. Similarly, in our four Minimal Fuirs
sets (see Appendix), /e/ occurs word-initially before / r/ in two, medially in
one token (syllable-final), and word-finally in the remaining token. 111eWord
List and the Minimal Pairs seem to be comparable in all respects, save that
there are more tokens occurring in the Word List, as we have already noted.
4. NS lowered.Iax variant [e ] is favoured when followed by the lateral / 1/, and
when the following consonant is not voiced (Colbou rne 1982: 99). As the
Word List indicate s (see Appendix), there are three occurrences of (I) hefore
lateral / 1/, three in the environmen t of a following voiceless consonant, lind
a single occurre nce before a voiced consonant. In our Minimal Pairs, there
is a single occur rence of (I) in the environment of a following lateral /1/,
three preceding voiceless consonants. and a single occurrence before a
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following voiced consonant, The Word and Minimal Pairs lists are.
apparently, comparable: it therefore does not seem likely tha t our instruments
themselves can account for this anomaly. A more detai led analysis of the
phonologlcul environments for the listed items can be found in Chapte r 5.
The NS variant of (UW), non-back variant [tl(:)o). occurs in all environments.
Our Word List and Minimal Pairs (see Appendix) tokens cannot account for
the appar ent anomaly, unless certain lexical items rather than specific
following environment s might account for major difference (21% greate r
product ion of NS fronted variants in MP Style). Perha ps word final (UW)
and (UW ) followed by the lateral/I/ promo te NS fronting (e.g. in Informal
Style the lexical item.K.!Hm! seems to promote NS (UW) variants ).
Preceding lab ial consonants Ip/. Ib/. l Oll. and Iwl promote rounding of
(AY) (NS variant [c r l).as do labialized consonant s such as /rl and / f [ , In
our Word List tbere ar e three occurrences of f aI l in the environment of
preced ing Iabials, and two occurrences after labiali zed consonants. Nine / all
tokens occur in the Word List, and two in Minimal Pairs (neither of which
feature preceding labia l or labialized consonants). It seems the instruments
themselves. in this case also, cannot account for the anoma ly.
5. There is a corresponding 46.1% difference of mean usage between Informal
and Minimal Pai rs Style; in other words, Minimal Pairs usage is greater than
Word List.
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WordList
I. morning 42. two fence posts
2. pissabcds 4.3. warne
3. boughs 45. herself
4. all Arabs 45. hundred
5. eighty-sixth 4fl. fear
6. ahead 47. glitter
7. wither and die 48 . thin
8. milk 49. bathroom
'J. fur 50. spoon
10. button 5 1. three horses
11. thankyou 52. clothe the naked
12. the end 53. fogb'Y
13. water horse 54. soon
14. force 55. although
15. full 56. Saturday
16. one fence post 57. herring
17. bile 58. chain
18. effort 59. great
19. hen house 60. twice
20. St. John's 61. felch
21. pull 62. always
22. hoof 63. plough
23. maid 64. tie
24. don't 65. stranger
25. stranger 66. cheer
26. to breathe out 67. horse
27. buy 68. these
28. guide 69. five
29. bout 70. outhouse
30. toy 71. fence paltngs
31. sunrise 72. piles
32. boil 73. well
33. hoar frost 74. two fists
34. short 75. soothe the baby
35. cleared 76. bottle
36. fog 77. altar
37. the act 78. roof
38. oar 79. hard-boiled
39. corn 80. they
40. head over heels 81. otherwise
41. bath 82. pit
APPE;\:DlX (fontinued)
'3 . truthful 91. saw
"'. might 98. " 0011<5. perhaps 99. sill
1<6. his 100. loud
' 1. put off 101. one fi !'it
". thrill 102. wheelRO. toads 103. sput ter
90. path 104. houses
91. buy lOS. postal
IJ2. drove 1116. basement
93. boy t07. woke up
1)4 . aisle 108. foam
95. thread 109. oil
96. here's your clothes 110. the lette r h
Minim'!1 Pilirs
I. ether eat er 25. pig peg
2. hold old 26. fathe r fodder
3. pare pear 21. ant aunt
4. beat bail 28- pick peck
5. though dough 29. do due
s, doo dawn 3~ had add
1. other udder 31. do dew
8. thy die 3> toy lie
9. fat va t 33. bill be ll
10. sip zip 34. point pint
I I. tree three 35. lone loan
12. heat ear 36. bag bo g
13. Iag fog 31. Pam palm
14. huIT hoof 38. pull pool
15. hearth ea rth 39. bid be d
16. wit wet 4~ oil aisle
11. they day 41. spun spoon
I' . thin tin 42. full fool
19. worthy wordy 43. maid made
20. boil bile 44. main mane
21. heal ee l 45. force farce
22. wither we ather 46. pit pe l
23. rack rock 41. b<Jrn barn
24. rut root 48. bUI boot
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49. form farm
50. forth fourth
5 1. lore lour
52. cheer chair
53. pail pale
54. beer bear
55. groan grown
56. beer bear
57. through true
58. pore poor
59. sit set
60. bath bat
6 1. hand and
62. tin len
AI)PEX DIX (continued)
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Hackl' rOllntl lnfnr m'lrinn
Infllrmunt:_ Cede: _ SEC: _ Code: _ Age: _ Code: _
Place o f Birth: _
Date of Birth: _
Marrie d: Yes _ No _ Code: _ Gender: _ Code:_
Spouse Born in Burin Region: Yes _ No _
No. of Ch ildre n: _ No. of Childre n Living in R egion: _
_ child ren see n _ times per week/m onth
Father's Place of Birth: _
Mothe r's Place of Birth: _
Paren ts Living in Region: Yes _ No _ Deceased _
Parents seen _ times pe r week/month
Number of Sibli ngs living in R egi on: _
_ see n _ lime s per week/mo nt h
Inform ant 's Edu cation:
Never Attended School _
Elem e ntary Started _ Comple ted _
High School Started _ Comp le ted _
College Star ted _ Comple ted _
Unive rsity Sta rted _ Completed _
Inform a nt's Reli gion:_ Code:_ Spous e's Re ligion: _
Mothe r's Religio n: _ Code: _ Father's Relig ion : _
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Ru ck"round lnform:llinn
Informant 's Work History: _
w or ked/T ravelled Outside Durin R egion: _
W here. a nd for how long?
Current ly: Working _ Retired _ Unemployed _
Me mber of: Church Group _ Co mmunity Group _ Dun s League _
Hi story of Membersh ip: _
Int eract wi th group members outside _ tim es per week/m onth
Interact with non-relate d neighbo urs _ times per wee k/mo nth
Hi story o f non-kin interaction: _
Pl ace of R esidence: _
O wn Your Home: Yes _ No_
Income: Below Average _ Average _ Ab ove Ave rage _
P lay Bingo: Yes _ No _ No. times per week/ mont h: _
Play Cards: Yes _ No _ No. tim es per week/ month: _
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Q'lckgro und I nfnrmut jnn
Spouse's Li fe and Work History :
Spouse from region: _
Parent 's Life and Work History:
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